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Free University Battles to Survive
By PAT DONOHUE

The Free University is a
program where students may
choose and organize their own
classes. It is a chance for
students to direct their own
education towards goals they set
illstj themselves. Anyone who has
something to offer may conduct a
cktil
class.
There will be no traditional
indi
teachers.
n,
"It is an effort to break down
the walls between students and
teachers and let education
flow..", Cowley stated. The
student will not be bogged down

by the pressure of exams and the
university red-tape of credit and
registration.
The
Free
University
program was attempted last
year without success. A few
classes were started, but
students gradually dropped out.
A course catalog was printed but
was not kept up-to-date.
With a budget of $300, Cowley
had
proposed
a
larger
advertising campaign involving
radio spots and more attractive
posters

Japan uouldnt ba Better

He also wanted to expand
into the community, possibly
setting up day-care centers. With
only $50 these plans will have to
be scrapped. Instead, Cowley
will concentrate on providing
better publicity and publishing a
monthly catalog to help students
and faculty plan courses.
As yet there has been no
response
from
students,
although announcements are
displayed at UOP and Delta.
Cowley stressed that interested
students should drop by the
ASUOP offices.
As a result of the ASUOP
budget meetings, the budget of
the Free University, a tuitionfree program of student-oriented
classes, has been cut to zero on
the grounds that the program is
untried.
Craig Cowley, Director of
Academic Affairs and head of the
Free
University,
originally
requested $300, but is now asking
that $50 be taken out of the Model
United Nations budget and given
to the Free University.
Cowley believes that while
the MUN may give prestige to
Pacific and benefit
those
derectly involved, the Free
University will benefit all.
Continued on page 2

Academic Council Ok's
McCrone's Extension Plan
"It is incredible that we
haven't been able to say yes or
no," wonders Dr. McCrone. "The
faculty is unable to act."
The
Academic
VicePresident refers to the question
of approving the proposed
University extension program, a
question which has been pending
before the academic council for
about a year.
McCrone broke the deadlock
last Thursday by moving that the
council endorse extension
programs on an interim basis.
When the 'matter finally
came to a vote, four hours after
the meeting began, no quorum
was present. The motion passed,
7 to 4.
Some faculty members saw
his action as "high-handed" or
"cavalier," because there was
no quorum and because
McCrone's motion did not appear
beforehand, as rules require, on
the council agenda.
Council
chairman
Carl

Wulfman
points
to
the
irregularities of
proceudre,
declaring that "any actions
taken, whichever side they come
down on, whatever the legality,
have no moral force."
McCrone
cites
the
stituation's urgency in justifying
his proceudral haste. UC Davis,
Stanislaus State, and Chapman
College currently offer extension
programs in the Stockton area:
within weeks Davis will staff a
full-time Stockton office. UOP
has been criticized for ignoring
community needs, says the VicePresident, and we stand to lose
potential clientele.

UOP's
year-in-Japan Judy Chambers, coordinator for
The University extension
program arranges for students to international programs. "But
program will now operate
live in Japan, attending Sophia (theprogram)cannotperpetuate
through the administration of the
University in Tokyo. This first itself yet.... Our best salesmen
current University College, until
year, seven students are are over there now."
modified by further council
involved:
the
program
The curriculum involves
action, and will offer a limited
never anticipates more than serious study of the Japanese
number of UOP courses,
fifteen.
language,
seminar
courses
instuitutes, and workshops to the
"It just couldn't be better!'
involving reading and direct
Continued on page 3
enthuses one student involved in observation of Japanese cultu ~e.
this year's program. "There
Sophomores and j uniors with
really is no end to the around a B average are invited to
opportunities here ... This see Judy in Knowles Hall. A good
program has to become a attitude toward studies, Judy
valuable asset to both its student says, is more important than a
participants and the universities high GPA. "We're more
they represent.
interested in the person."
Differing from Callison's
Program in location and size,
year-in-Japan involves only 40
students
from
many
universities, who each live with
Japanese people in Tokyo's
Metropolitan urban area.
By STEPHEN SMITH
Cost to the student in Japan
For those students who take funding is again in question.
•s approximately the same as in
Vice President Jeff Gullo E
interest in such things as ASUOP
^ ockton: $2960 covers tuition,
budgets and where the money is stated he didn't like the way the
,0°m,
fees, and round-trip
going, etc., there is another last meeting went and resented
transportation.
One
dis
chapter in the continuing story of the "first come, first serve" type
advantage is that> while state
attitude of the senate. Tom
The meal pictured is an example of a Bengali "feast." Everyone
this years budget.
"o'arships and NDEA loans
President Tom White has White, ASUOP President, stated will have the chance to sample similar "delights" on Nov. 15,
re
applicable,
UOP
now announced that he is in his letter that he dould not •"National Feast Day for Bangladesh."
o'arships are not.
imposing an item veto on the accept the budget as it stood.
The meeting Nov 15 will
ar>aa The
Program
is
budget. What this does, is freeze
involve
a review of the chartered
Cally
very
sound
and
the
$3,400
already
allotted
to
such
fit. a n
'
^
'I kinds of majors," says
things as chartered organiza organizations, in an attempt to
tions and Intramurals until Nov adhere to the priorities on the
15 whereupon each respective allocation of funds.
By JILL SULLIVAN
Hopefully Nov 15 will be the
group will again explain why
here wiii be a Financial Aid
final session of the 1972-1973
SeJ
curry,
rice pilaf,
The eating patterns - of
chicken
they deserve money.
in
AuHi "ar
- Albright
countries may vary considerably steamed lentils, pompodoms,
Anyone who attended the budget hearings and then after
speeches
and
Nov 6<>riUm' tVPC, on Monday
and are influenced by the and tea. Sound unfamiliar? Who
"final" meeting of the Senate to numerous
• at 4 pm.
hearings, ASUOP will have a
economy,
geography, and knows what new delicacy you
allocate the $3,400 dollars was
workable budget, chartered
political events. What may be might uncover. Although to some
struck
and
amazed
at
the
h S
session
will
be
organizations will know where
ConJ i
considered a delicacy in one this meal may be unappetizing, it
swiftness in which the money
c
ed
Dirp ,
by Don Smiley,
they stand, and we the students
country
is viewed as uneatable in is important to note that for a
was allocated. In other words the
f Financial Aids. The
foiu
will know whether ASUOP
starving Bengali this would
another.
°"°wing° t0Dics
will
be
Senate gave the money away in
senate stuck to their priorities or
disono*"6 topics
will
constitute a feast.
On
Nov
15,
right
here
at
about 45 minutes with little
appl ,Sed: How and when to deliberation. No contingency bent to group pressure.
Organized through the
Pacific, we wilj be able to sample
a^ard' ^^'fication
criteria;
ASUOP,
the
National
the
food
of
another
culture,
fund was left for emergency
I
The Pacifican apologizes to
Association of College and
financ'"f Pract'ces and policies:
keeping
in
mind
the
country's
funds either.
Marlene Shultz and Gary
University
Food
Service
particular economic,
Universit^ sourses outside the
" It was reported in The
McLaughlin for the misleading geographic,
Directors,
the
feast
aims
at
and
political
Pacifican on Oct 24 that the
head which might have confused geritage. This day had been set calling attention to the current
money had been allocated to
the readers from the true nature
degl^HRTANT: Nov. 20 is the
plight in Bangladesh. This feast
Intramurals, Asian Alliance, of last week's article' 'Get Thee to aside as "National Feast Day for
will be occurring on college
Bangladesh."
Scho'arshipr mailing CaL State
MUN, BSU, UPSA, Kappa Psi,.
applications (not
a Nunnery."
renew
Continued on page 2
We will be served a meal of
alS).
and Munch. Until Nov 15 their

White Freezes
ASUOP Budget

UOP Concern for
Bangladesh, a Meal in Itself

-

November 10
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COPA a Little
Late
Cljll pGQllHQ

Pharmacy Hosts Symposium
Bv JILL SULLIVAN
Addictive Services, Marvin H.
On Nov. 11 and 12, UOP's
Malone; Professor of Pharma
School of Pharmacy will be
hosting
a
post-graduate cognosy, and Ivan W. Rowland,
symposium. This symposium Dean of the School of Pharmacy.
Opportunities
for
par
meets the interim provisions of
the "Committee for Continuing ticipating symposium
members to carry on a dialogue
Education of Pharmacists" of
with session leaders have been
the California State Board of
Education, as well as provide the made by allowing for question
participant with ten hours and answer periods, frequent
coffee breaks and two conference
towards the number of
continuing
education
hours luncheons.
Because of the need for
required for relicensure.
planning,
advanced registration
The program will be a
will
be
necessary.
The
departure from the traditional
Symposium
registration
fee
of
single-theme approach. Instead
$33.75
includes
all
materials,
it will consist of presentations
made by recognized authorities coffee breaks, and the two
luncheons. It should be made
in specific fields.
payable to:
Under discussion will be the
current therapeutic rationale in
NOVEMBER SYMPOSIUM
the management of ambulatory
Dr. H. I. Runion
cardiac patients, medication for
EleCtrophysiology Unit
patients with renal impairments,
School of Pharmacy
and the management of the
UOP
anxiety syndrome. Speaking on
751 Brookside Road
these subjects will be:
Stockton, Calif. 95207
Edward Caul, MD; Car
diologist, Harvey I. Goodman,
MN; Anesthesiologist, George
Herron, MD: Director of the San
Joaquin Artifical Kidney Insti
tute, Fred N. Fowler, MD; Med
ical Director of the Methodone
Maintenance
Program,
Dr.
O'Briant; Medical Director of

T APKIN

By LARRY LAPKIN

^
Jennings ^ s0
number
that °PfhP Sritv list, consist of

The College of the Pacific
Association (COPA), a relatively
new
academic organization
designed to be the voice of the
students in COP, recently
released their budget priority
The list, which is essentially
just a guide to where COPA s
money is going, consists ot live
basic areas. They include: office
expenses, special programs o
the COPA Board and Assembly,
faculty evaluations, a research
center,
and
academic
organizations.
Dwight Jennings, Finance
Director for COPA, pointed out
that COPA will receive between
16 to 17 thousand dollars this year
from ASUOP. The money
received will be pro-rated
according to how many COP
students are enrolled this and
next semester.

Looking for
More Staff Members

Feast for
Bangladesh
Continued from page 1
campuses throughout the USA.
Everyone is encouraged to
contribute a $1, with all the
proceeds goimg to CONCERN
for Bangladesh.
CONCERN, formerly Africa
CONCERN, is a national and
interdenominational
relief
agency established to organize
fund-raising
campaigns
for
sending food and medical
supplies into Biafra. It now
works in Bangladesh.
The major task at hand is
making
Bangladesh
selfsufficient. One of the solutions is
the Bangladesh FoodService, set
up by Paul Fairbrooks, last
spring. This program calls for
the establishment of
an
inexpensive
restaurant
and
training for women in such basic
concepts as sanitation and
nutrition.
To insure th success of this
program and others like it, we
will have to be willing to
contribute to the reconstruction
of wartorn Bangladesh. We can
accomplish this by contributing a
donation on November 15.
The English Department will
begin registering students for
Spring classes on November 13.
All English courses are sign-in
courses and students must sign
up with the secretary in room 206,
Knoles Hall to be properly
registered for a class.
Registration will be from 13pm on the following dates:
Seniors, Nov. 13-14; Juniors,
Nov. 15-16, Sophomores and
Freshmen, Nov. 17 on.

V&CiFlC
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McGeorge School of Law will
be hosting the International
Court of Justice will be working
closely with McGeorge law
students.
Academic credit is available
The administrative half of for those interested in the
side
of
the
the Secretariat, the group of substantive
students dealing with conference Secretariat.
The MUNA of Pacific is
services and arrangements, has
seeking,
to broaden its students
openings for fifteen to twenty
students. Two of the positions, from , ofatside social sciences
Director of Fund Raising, and backgrounds and COP.
Interested ^students should
Director of
Publicity, are
salaried for five months at $25. obtain applications from Randy
Peterson (Bannister 204) or from
per month.
The substantive side of the Dr. Raitt, faculty advisor
Secretariat, dealing with such (Bannister 219).
The office is open from 9
issues as the sea-bed, human
4:30
on
Monday
rights,
and
the
human i'"til
environment, has at least five through Friday if you have
questions.
openings.

The MUN association of UOP
is hosting the XXIII Session of
the Far West, April 11 to 14.
There are several staff positions
open.

and^ salaries. Salaries are
allotted on much the same basis
their
that
ASUOP
pays
employees. So far, operating
costs are still being determined
but should be announced
immediately following the
finalizing of the UOP budget.
As of yet, COPA has not
established too many concrete
programs. Presently, they are
cr®ate.. , 3
attempting
to
contingency fund which will be
set aside to combat special
problems before they develop.
The Office (located in Rm A
of Quonset 2) is also now in the
postal business, selling US
postage samps because of their
inavailability at the Campus
Mail Room.
According to
Jennings, the Office had a sell
out on air mail stamps the first
day.
This year, COPA will be
funding academic organizations,
in additon to the amount they
received for ASUOP. CIP,
the
Community
Involve
ment Program, which is
presently being funded by
ASUOP, has made a request to
COPA for additional funds which
they could not obtain from
ASUOP. MUN, also an academic
organization, has applied for

additional funds.
Co
One of the solid efforts wh,
COPA will be concentrating fif
this semester is
evaluation survey which th,
will be conducting through)
COP classes. The survey n
analyze students' feelings abog
individual teachers in litei
every class offered in COP.
The results of the survey J
be in booklet form and will li!,|
teachers' names according
how they rate. Jennings
there might be some problen
with the survey because it,
widely held that the less a studea
learns from a ^teacher, the
highly he recommends
teacher.
Another academic inter
which COPA will be pursuingi
semester is a Reasearch
on higher education. The Center
will attempt to cross referet
the latest books on the subje
and will work with the Schools
Education to make availat
information in this area
students as well as the gener
community.
The priority list of COPA.i
should be noted, is merely
listing of
what
COPA
attempting to accomplish an
where their money is going. Tt
list does not establish what C0Pi|
believes to be most or lea
important.

f r e e University

Battle for Survive

Continued from page 1
When asked about the
proposed $50 cut in the MUN
budget, Jack Coward, secretary
general of the MUN said he knew
nothing about it.
This year UOP will be
hosting the Far Western
conference of
the MUN,
involving delegates from 80
universities. Pacific has the
largest MUN in the country but
has requested the least amount of
money ever asked for a
conference.
Coward stated that any
By ALBERT FIERRO
further cuts in the MUN budget
will result in a less than
in
satisfactory, and conference and
Martinez
and
Pam
Kerns
The freshman team of John
loss of prestige for Pacific.
Oratory.
In
Senior
Debate
the
top
Hobin and Frank Floyd took
fourth place at the Loyola team of Jon Schamber and Linda Coward also felt that ASUOP has
University Invitational in Junior Horner will be holding down been unecessarily antagonistic
Debate. The young collegiates senior position followed by Sheri towards MUN, for some tome.
However,
all
budget
make it to quarter finals and lost .Podesto and Linnea Johnson.
J
i
H
t
.
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to UCLA.

Debate Team

requests have been broughttoj
standstill for the present. T
White, ASUOP president,
vetoed all requests till the:
senate meetings.
Cowley stated that it may®
come down to a battle betwj!
MUN and the Free Universitj
Instead the senate may decidef
take $50 from another fund.
****************
•i
•i

UOP Takes Fourth at Loyola

This was the third victory for
both John and Frank out of four
tournaments. The duo will be
attending the UOP Champions
Tournament this weekend at
State University.
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We sure have been busy lately/
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Some people tell us it's the FAIR PRICES,
some say GREAT SELECTION, and others speak
of the GOOD SERVICE.

Frank will Le entered in
Impromptu and Debate. Others
attending the tournament for
Pacific will be: Mary Ann
Rivera, Jon Schamber, Rebecca
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Academic Council OK's Extension Plan
from page 1
i
public
roughly within a
a
^ mile radius of Stockton.
'"Through this vehicle, the
University hopes to attract an
Ider more-settled clientele
hich is currently unable to take
advantage
of traditional oncampus classes.
"The world out there is
hanging." McCrone underlines.
-The question is whether the
University will address itself to
l, academic realities of
this
world, the cry for service."
Walter Payne agrees that
the community needs it: but
canweafford to provide it? .. .To
suggest a new program in a time
of general economic freeze, the
burden of proof is heavily on
whoever suggests it:
the
program must not only be
desirable but also practical.
'The faculty has made a
genuine effort and has been
unable to present a positive case
[or the program. .
The
administration has failed toputa
proper feasibility study on the
table. And it's an administrative,
not a faculty, responsibility."
Many faculty members still
see major questions left
unanswered regarding the
extension program. How manystudents will drop out of the
traditional curriculum
($110/unit) to take extension
classes
($30/unit)
towards
eventual degree? How much
faculty time will be taken from
campus work so that classes may
be offered as far away as Tracy?
How much will the program
cost to operate? How many
potential students are we talking
about: what kind of market do we
have? Will
the Stockton
community choose to pay us $30
Per unit when competing schools
c arge $14 t0 $24? jp no degree is
0
ed, will the program attract
s ^nts?
If courses count
2jvard_ a degree how will ths
linUed

t

e

affect the on-campus prgrams?
competitors.
"When
you're
'•n/r
" W i l l i a m s b u ts it
-lost
of
us
are
not really offering something they
philosophically opposed to an need, the cost doesn't matter so
extension program. Wejustwant much as the availability."
The governance question,"
to know what the deal is."
McCrone assures that the one faculty member asserts, "is
program will not continue unless more important than the
it is overall financially self- question of extension, the real
question is do we have a
sustaining. "None of us are going
governance system or don't we?
to do anything that's less than
People aren't going to work on
beneficial to the University." He
committees when their work is
urges taking a risk on the
not taken seriously."
program- "We don't know how
The new semester starts in
much of a drain it will be (on our
February,"
Dr.
McCrone
resources) until we try."
reminds. "Even if we start right
UOP'sdistinciton and higher
now, we're going to have to
quality, he insists, will attract
scramble to have anything
new students away from our offered by then."
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Counseling Center

Tips on Relaxation
Before Exams Offered

The Counseling Center will sessions go on the assumption
offer test anxiety desensitization that "all fears are learned in a
programs this year. The conditioned way and can be
program has been used at other unlearned." The sessions are
colleges and universities and has designed to help the student learn
proven helpful in aiding students a new response to an old anxiety.
who have a good understanding
The total treatment is very
of course material and are short, usually lasting a total of
adequately prepared, but do five to six hours.
poorly on exams because they
Students
wishing
to
are uptight and are unable to participate or wishing additional
think clearly.
information
can
make an
The program is not designed appointment by contacting the
to develop new skills in course Counseling Center (located in the
areas, but rather to help students Cowell Student Health Center),
cope with test anxiety.
This treatment is divided
Ecumenical
into two parts. The first sessions
Thanksgiving celebration
of the program train the
in Morris Chapel at 8pm on
participants
in
relaxation.
Nov. 16.
Students learn a more effective
way of relaxing by focusing on
Delta
College's
Student
the muscles of the body and
Council
and
Community
learning to relax them. This
Education
program
are
By WILLIAM BROWN and
technique
is a
systematic
sponsoring the Delta Fall Film
PEGGY KING
approach to relaxation.
Festival on the next seven
The
Indochina
Mobile Government kept political
The second series of sessions
Fridays at 8pm. The series of
Education Project will be on prisoners
with counfilms is free and will be shown in
in
inhuman is concerned
campus next Thursday and conditions." (Newsweek, 1970) counterconditioning.
These
building Z12 b.
Friday, Nov 16 and 17. The As a result of his work in Viet
project is the idea of Don Luce. Nam, Luce's visa was withdrawn
Time magazine wrote of by the South
Vietnamese
Luce, "An agricultural specialist government in May of 1971,
who went to Viet Nam in 1958 for ending Don's thirteen years of
International Voluntary Ser residence in Viet Nam.
vices, Luce speaks Vietnam-Oese
By LARRY LAPKIN
Since returning to this
fluently, knows the culture and country, Don Luce has been with
Several new programs and
traditional Blues, featuring Tom
people better than virtually any the Indochina Mobile Education program changes are new being Shaw, Sam Chantman and
correspondent or US govern Project, and he will be here in implemented at KUOP FM,
Bonnie Jefferson.
ment employee."
Nov. 25- San Diego Folk Festival.
Stockton in that capacity next UOP's noncommercial public
radio station.
Luce resigned from IVS in week.
The
Community
In
Public Profiles, an exciting volvement
Program
(CIP)
1967, along with John Sommer, in
The Project will include a
beginning Nov. 8, at 9 is a halfprotest over US policy. Together, large display of visual materials interview program featuring
Luce and Sommer have since which will be open to the public in interesting and often prominent hour program, produced by
authored Viet Nam - The Anderson Dining Hall on both people from the Stockton and San students of the CIP Program at
Joaquin Valley Area, will now be
UOP. It is designed to be of
Unheard Voices.
Thursday and Friday.
aired
Sunday
nites
at
7pm
for
one
Three
color
films
are
also
specific
interest to the minority
Don Luce returned to Viet
Nam as a free lance journalist planned for viewing. Vietnam full hour with host Rich Lyness, communities of Stockton, and to
provide a vehicle of creative
and as Research Secretary for The Beautiful is an hour long and KUOP's executive Producer.
Some of the new programs expression by CIP students. The
the World Council of Churches. In emphasizes social problems,
which KUOP will be presenting
program combines interviews,
the spring of 1970 "Luce ... led volunteer organizations and
this month will include Festival dialogues and discussions to
postwar
reconstruction
in
South
two US Congressmen to the
Vietnam. Different Sons, a 45 USA, The Community Involve present people and ideas of
infamous 'tiger cages' of Con Son
minute
film by the Vietnam ment Program, and The Fourth
community interest.
Island, ... where the Saigon
Veterans against the War, shows Tower of Inverness.
At the beginning of this
why a growing number of Inverness."
month, KUOP started airing a
Festival USA, broadcast
American Soldiers oppose the
new kind of program. The
every Saturday at 10am, is a new Contemporary
war in Indochina.
Music
De
Finally, Sad Song of the series of music programs which partment of
KUOP, Grunt
Yellow Skin is an exceptionally will feature material recorded at Records and ZBS Media, present
fine 90 minute film concentrating music festivals around the The Fourth Tower of Inverness, a
upon the effects of the war upon country. Programs for the month
radio drama mystery serial. The
of Nov will include:
Fourth Tower consists of 65 daily
the Vietnamese people.
Luce and the other two staff Nov. 4- San Diego Folk Festivalepisodes which will be broadcast
members of the Project who will more traditional folk and old five days a week for thirteen
be here, are willing to give time country music, featuring weeks.
Each daily episode is eight
lectures and hold discussions,. performances by Mike and Alice
"Vietnam,
Prospects
for Seegar, Debby McClatchey, Ray
minutes long and is aired at 3pm,
Peace," "poetry of Vietnam," and Ina Patterson and Kenny
with a rebroadcast at 1 the
following morning. In addition to
"The role of Women in Hall.
Vietnam," "Effects of the Nov. 18- San Diego Folk Festival- the daily shows, there will also be
Vietnam War on America," "The traditional folk and old time specially edited weekend shows
Journalist in Vietnam," "The country music featuring Cousin which will repeat the action of
Struggle of Mietnamese Youth," Emmy, Roscoe Holcomb, and each previous week, aired on
Jean Ritchie.
Saturday nights at 1 and 11:50.
Continued on page 16
Nov. 18-San Diego Folk Festival-

Indochina Education Team
Expose Vietnam Truths

KUOP Tunes In To
A Different Style

ZALES ROYAL
MAKES THE GRADE
AS A STUDENT'S GIFT

Royal portable typewriter,
full size 88-character
keyboard . . . includes
carry case.

ONLY

88

$39

NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
RENT—TO OWN

Revolvi

"g Charge . Custom Charge < BankAmericard • Master Charge • Layaway

Layaway Now for Christmas!

$10 per month — all rent applied on purchase.
Keep until paid for or return any time.
No tricks — No gimmicks —No interest.
CO MONAOHAN
'a
MOC

JEWELERS

We've got the whole world
working for you.
WERppcTniifM itiAi T

478-1726

tockton
«jJytock
sjjfypewriter Co.

Downtown—249 E. Miner
Lincoln Center-North
Lodi—107 W. Pine St.

Next to Payless • • Open till 9 p.m. Mon. - Thur. Sat. till:

COFFEE BEANS 6
I

•

HUNAN BEINGS
MEFT AT

I

TTlic iiousc of Sfuiwi

I

COFFEE. TEA. SPICE
209 DORR'S PLACE

I
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A Dissatified Customer
A
COP student hereby
rejects and reudiates the attitude
on the part of the COPA
assembly; as exemplified by the
letter written on page four of the
issue of Oct. 27, 1972 of this
paper: that it is the student
body's
responsibility
to
determine the content and
direction of the assembly.
Further, I reject the assem
bly as a representitive body of
the COP community, and
demand that the chairwoman
make immediate efforts either to
radically improve the function of
the
government,
or
to
discontinue it entirely and return
its remaining cash assets to the
students.
Michael G. Phillips

The constant headache of rock concerts has hit us again
after a lull of almost six months: a headache for the
Administration because they've virtually closed their doors to
any possibility of the idea; a headache to the students because
they keep trying to open the door.
Back and forth the dog fights continue into this week. Two
sides are portrayed for us here from behind both those doors.
McCaffrey and Seidman have been given equal space to
respond to last week's editorial by Jeff Gullo so that you, the
university, might draw up your own conclusions to justify
having or not having more concerts.
The editorial staff remains silent at this moment until
further supporting evidence has been uncovered. We
encourage, however, those necessary energies needed to
surface that evidence.
This week our issue was to center around the cluster
colleges. But what in effect happened was that not enough
supportative facts were researched and so it has turned out to
be less than expected. We do intend to continue our probe with
additional follow-ups in later issues.

Looking for a
Keep The Pacifican in mind when you are selecting Spring
classes. A course will be offered next semester that will allow
students to investigate the techniques of news and feature reporting,
sports writing, photography, lay-out and copy editing. An advisor will
be available for professional guidance and assistance.
The course is an outcome of a student-faculty committee, which
was devoted to explore the possibility of professional guidance for
student participants. An enhancement of the academic experience of
the course was also a goal of the committee.
Prospective enrollees should sigh up at The Pacifican office,
Third Floor of North Hall, on Mondays between 1 and 4 or call 9462114.

Abortion Mix-Up
The Counseling Center of our
university provides abortion
counseling as well as counseling
for other problems related to
sexuality.
Your list in the Oct.27
Pacifican included neither the
Counseling Center nor the Health
Center's Contraceptive Clinic,
which was initiated only last year
by the students.
Why support the myth that
only one source on campus is
concerned about the problems
related to abortions?
And, while we're debunking
myths,
why
treat
girls
considering abortion as if they

were pariahs, outcasts to be
pitied and too special to be helped
by anyone but "abortion coun
selors." Are they unfeeling
human beings whose needs are
identical and whose problems
can be solved with provision of
some facts?
In my experience the girls
who are considering abortion and
the fathers who frequently come
with them want to be treated as
full fledged human beings, not
just
as
a
mistake
in
contraceptive technique.
Beth B. Mason
Director, Counseling Ctr.

for the Admissions Office are
that, in the future, they will
recruit women of an admirable
stature. Perhaps, it could add a
new and meaningful dimension
to life here at Pacific.

Russ Leatherby

A Place for Sex

partners involved are open
honest with each other.
When we accomplish
goal in our quest for greaJ
sensitivity and humanness, n,
is when the need for aborti
will cease. Chastity is its c
punishment.
Chris A. Clausen
Chris Henry

Ed's Note: The following is a
rebuttal to "Get Thee to a
Univ. Without Walls
Nunnery" which appeared in the
I would like to clarity
November 3, 1972 issue of The
statement
made in an intervie
Pacifican.
in the news article entitled
"Get Thee to a Nunnery" has
"Acquire
Knowledge
one premise which winds itself
Experience." The quota!
through the article several
read: "Dr. Patrick Carltonis|
times; that sex has but one place,
chairman of the nine-mj
position, and purpose in life - in
committee. 'Dr. Carlton is
wedlock, in missionary, and for
responsible administrator forti
the production of children.
committee.
It is the commits
The authors attempt to prove
who
makes
the
decisions, andt
this premise by advocating that
who
does
the
work.' explain
one form of sexual conduct and
morality is proper for all Shumway."
These statements could b
persons. It is just this attitude
Another Chance
misconstrued
and are partial)
which produces intolerance and
By cutting two paragraphs sexual frustration that can only incorrect. I Would like tocorra
from my Oct. 27 article, you be resolved by aggressive and clarify what is meant inth
made my concluding question activity.
passage.
Dr. Alan Mikels of
sound lame, sterile, and terribly
A recent study, parts of
arrogant, May I simply repeat which were recently printed in Communications Arts
j
those paragraphs here?
the San Francisco Chronicle, Department, COP, is 11
"...But is anybody feeding showed that a tribe of South chairman of
the faculi
back? Trying to do anything with Pacific island people whose committee. Carlton repress
the machinery of government, culture allowed more "sexual the administration on
while surrounded by the cool ,
license, had fewer frustrations, committee. Each unit of tii
well-fed education consumers of
fewer aggressions, and that they University is represented on til
UOP, is like trying to water the
enjoyed full, harmonious, and committee.
desert; like trying to run the 100The quotation, "It is tti
creative lives.
yards dash dressed for a threeThis article, furthermore, committee who makes tl
legged potato sack race. The first suffers greatly for improper decisions and me who
thing about a government is that
besides
logic.
Take
the following work,"
it doesn't move without
gramatically incorrect,
paragraph:
movers..."
"We (society) are searching misleading. It could be »
"Another important balance
for answers and yet we cannot interpreted as a dig at
is that between technical
find them. Each man cries committee. In no way wast!
excellence and imagination,
intended.
between form and content. inside himself because he cannot
I offer
my sincere
find
happiness,
love,
and
inner
Technical skill is important - the
apologies
if
I
have offend'
machinery moves slowly at best, peace. We are all searching for
anyone in any way. This'
these
things,
and
this
is
why
we
not at all without some craft - but
perhaps the best and harden
it's easy to become entranced escape into sex as a substitute,
working committee with who®
and
this
is
why
we
inflict
and fascinated by the bullshit,
have ever been associate
trusting 'what' questions to prejudice and hate upon our
Without the amount of time#
brothers
and
sisters,
and
leaders who seem to know 'how.'
work they have individually#
ultimately
why
we
lust
and
why
The concept of open-minded
collectively
put into the plan®Jf
men
have
become
so
selfish
responsiveness stands opposed
If
one
is
to
take
this
text
of
the
University
Without
to the worship of efficiency and
seriously,
one
must
consider
that
Program,
it
would
not be m
brisk technical expertise."
1
advanced
state
of
develop^®
sex
is
to
be
treated
much
like
When these lines are read,
Jamie Shumway
the question "where is my place alcoholism or drug addiction.
in ASUOP? What would I like to Sex out of wedlock appears to be,
in the opinion of Shultz, Reeve,
be doing?" makes more sense.
Apathy in Athletics
and McLaughlin, a sickness
Craig Cowley
which serves to satisfy the lustful The Pacifican reported witbj
desires of savage beasts when in comment or analysis
fact many times sex simply for "findings" of the Presidetl.
UOP CoEds
the purpose of childbirth does not Task Force on Interco
For a very long time now, I satisfy either of the persons Athletics. I am well aware of*
have been trying with the involved.
general air of apathy !
possibilities of UOP becoming
The female is especially hurt depression among the fac®
co-educational. It is time for a as she does not have to have the least, but surely we atf
change. I am somewhat orgasm in order for conception to stupid or entirely passive, V
intrigued with the idea of having occur. Many relationships and the Task Force truly believe
cep1
members of the opposite sex oi. marriages have collapsed many of us will inertly acce
campus and available. We young because this basic physical need
accurate total athletic def'c
men need a chance to break up has not been met.
$55,599,
of
which f0°|
our solitary lives which arespent
As for the purpose of sex contributes $17,355? Obvi^
diligently in a bookish and education, of course man will not
athletic
scholarships .
cloistered atmosphere. We need forget how to reproduce himself. coaches salaries - for ope"^
an opportunity to kick up our If that is all our dear writers have not been included. Do"1
heels and flout many of the think is involved in sex students give a damn abou
conventions of a civilized society. education, they have lost the near-complete lack of fin3.
Of course, we cannot broaden whole concept.
support to them on aca"
our perspectives, so to speak,
The real purpose of sex grounds, for instance, asm3
unless the present policy of the education is to teach children us do?
Admissions Office changes.
that all forms of sex can have
Paul J. Hauben
(
My hopes and suggestions character and dignity when the
Associate Professor His'
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Does College Induce You to Find u Career?
Steve Para, seniorCovell: "I
• n to get a job with American

[ SP« IN NNN
I

THE, S°"'H

American countries, preferably
Venezuela or Argentina. Covell
Allege has very good ideas in the
ducation of its students, but I
link the students are the ones to
Lake use of these ideas. I am
terested in Latin America and
,'ts cultures. I would eventually
like to go into business in Latin

America."

Dawn

E. Young, senior Covell:
I have plans after
graduation. I am extremely
interested in tourism and I would
like very much to work in public
relations for an airline or travel
that
expecially
agency
emphsizes Latin America. I feel
that my studies of political
science have given me a wellrounded
knowledge of
the
American
countries, their
special
characteristics,
and
„yeSi

problems.

I chose Covell because of my
interest in Latin America, which
was inspired by high school
classes. I didn't want to study in a
foreign country at the tirne so I
chose Covell, where I have since
been defining my career plans."
Wade Bird, senior Callison:
"Upon graduating, I have plans
to be a bartender or a truck
driver. I didn't come to college in
regard to my "career." What is a
college education? BA, MA,
PhD? If you get any of the higher
degrees your chances are better.
But for a person with only a BA in
liberal arts, a college education
is not too relevant to career
preparation."
Allen Meis, senior Callison:
Yes, I do have plans after
graduation. I'll be heading a
news department at WEBN-FM
in Cincinnati. A college career
doesn't prepare one for a career I don't think it should.
The purpose of college is to
get a well-rounded education and
«> learn about yourself. I think
nymond enables one to get a
weH-rounded
education
and
gives one the opportunity to learn
about himself with respect to the
P'anet earth."
Chris
Henry,
senior
aymond: "Yes, I haveultimate

ns to become a presidential
on foreign aid and trade.

don t think Raymond prepares
one ^ a career at all. I feel that I
acquired certain tools in order to
teach myself. I know of (no) few
relevant courses taught here to
that respect.
I chose Raymond because of
its three year program and its
liberal attitude to learning
Raymond
has
a
g00d
administration that attempts to
cut red tape, not make it. I also
like the independent studies, co
ed
dorms,
and
good
student/faculty
relations
Raymond offers.'

By DAREN McGAVREN

culture."

Barbara Eisler,
senior
Raymond: "Yes, I have plans
after I graduate. At the moment I
am planning to pursue a career in
the travel business. I , will
probably returning to Europe
so that I can enhance my
knowledge of the foreign
languages I know.
Raymond College has given
me the opportunity to explore the
different areas toward which I
have been inclined. The fact that
no major is required has enabled,
me to learn about my interests
and to develop them in my own
certain manner.
I know that the travel
business requires no college
eduaction, but being at Raymond
has given me the time to discover

Ralph Shumway, junior
Callison: "I have plans to follow
the path of Shiva (Lord Shiva, the
Hindu God) when I graduate
Economically, I hope the trip
comes together, but fulfillment
of my life is my main concern.
As far as college career
preparation is concerned, I feel
this all depends on one's chosen
career. I also feel this question
says Blah, Blah, Blah. I did not
choose Callison for career
Vietnam has a culture which
purposes. I chose this college in is 20 times older than our own.
order to lay a foundation of While we have struggled into
knowing myself. With this maturity, they have aged and
fnowledge my career will open refined their approach to life.
up for me."
Like the American Indian, they
Melissa R. Markey, senior live in close communion with
Covell: "I hope to work in the nature, taking from the earth
field of foreign service when I only what they need and
graduate. With each year I've replenishing what they have
remained at Covell, I have taken.
Living in small rural
realized more and more how
villages, they farm rice in fields
much the college has to offer.
It is a specialized education that have been handed down
(limited
to
inter-American from one generation to the next.
studies) and therefore only These fields are the graveyards
attracts a limited number of of their ancestors whose bodies
students: those who are really are said to nourish the soil in a
dedicated to improving relations continuous cycle of life. The
between the US, Central, and Vietnamese strive for harmony
South America. I hope to go on to with life on all levels - with the
graduate school and it is fulfilling esternal world and within
for me to realize that the courses themselves.
American intervention in
I have taken at Covell are the
Vietnam
has radically affected
precise requirements for further
Vietnamese
culture. In a slide
studies in Latin American field at
presentation
held
last week in the
the better graduate schools.
Raymond Common Room, actor
I chose Covell because I
John Voight discussed the
absolutely adore speaking a
changes the war has brought
foreign language and Spanish
about in Vietnamese life-style.
has become an increasingly
Bombing has had a serious
popular language. One gets a
effect not only in destruction of
sense of the relevancy of the
land but in permanent disruption
language when he takes courses
of the cultural framework as
in that language. Covell provides
well.
the basic courses necessary to
further understanding of the
Chemical sprays, such as the
herbicides used in defoliation,
have created a new word in
warfare - ecocide. Because of
these sprays, 30% of the
hardwood forests and 50% of the
Mango forests
have
been
destroyed. Defoliated land is
exposed to Monsoon rains which
wash away the fertile top soil.
The remaining soil is baked into
clay by the sun. The land can
never be planted again.
As a result of this type of
warfare, Vietnam has changed

PSA

will grin and bear
UOP.

where my interests, such as
working with people, actually lie.
I did not choose Raymond
College because of any career I
intended to pursue. I chose
Raymond because of the good
liberal arts program it offered
and because at the time of my
high school graduation I had no
idea of what I wanted to do. The
fact that Raymond requires no
major enables a person to
explore all of his interests."
Karen
Hoewing,
junior
Callison: "I am an international
politics major and I plan on
attending law school after I
graduate. I intend to become a
lawyer
dealing
with
international
affairs, living
abroad.
I believe that Callison

US Involvement Affects Vietnam Culture
By LYNNE ABELS
from a rice exporting nation to a
rice importing nation.
Fifty per cent of the bombs
dropped on Vietnam are AntiPersonal bombs. These bombs
are designed to wound people so
that several others are tied up in
caring for the wounded. There
are pineapple bombs which
explode on contact spilling out
thousands of steel pellets in all
directions.
There are fleshets which are
ragged-edged bombs designed to
pierce and tear the flesh.
Recently these bombs were
improved by the addition of a
plastic coating which prevents
detection by X-rays.
Napalm has also been
improved. It can no longer be
washed off and will continue to
eat away at the flesh for a period
of fifteen days. Napalm, in fact,
has created a whole new scale in
judging the severity of burns.
This
administration's
problem of "how to fight a war
when you can't send in American
ground troops because of public
opinion" has been solved by
electronic
and
chemical
warfare. The slide presentation
showed ads by major companies
advertising
their
stock in
weaponry. One Sylvania ad
showed
a
picture
of
a
computerized missle system.
Underneath was the caption
"Electronic Warfare is Our
Business."
George Orwell predicted
that "Someday large nations will
make war against smaller
nations and then will call it
peace." "Someday" seems to
have come alarmingly close to
"today."
One of the results of the
bombing
has
been
forced
urbanization.
Since
1965,
Vietnam has gone from a 90%

Representative
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
to be on campus
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14
An^^meS 3 day- Prom Stockton, you can smile away to Los
9eles, San Francisco, and Fresno. And return. Call your campus
0r PSA and ask about our easy-to-bear, low fare.

PSA gives you a lift.

prepares me very well for a
career in International Law.
There is a broad spectrum of
classes
dealing
with
international relations of various
countries. The year spent in
India made me aware of life in
another culutre and sensitive to
other people and their needs.
Depending upon your career,
a college education can be
important. But I do feel the
experience of a college education
will better prepare anyone for
their intended career.
I chose Callison because I
wanted an education in which I
could work up to my individual
potential. I like the freedom and
looseness of Callison. Another
deciding factor was the nonwestern year abroad in India."

Graduate study information - Master's degrees
in Letters, Arts & Sciences and all fields of Ph.D,
Contact Placement Office 946-2224

rural nation to a 65% urban
nation. The agrarian culture
which revolved around the
simple life of the village has been
destroyed and replaced by a
cheap imitation of western
society. Saigon, originally
designed by the French as a
small colonial capital, now has a
population density that exceeds
even Tokyo's.
Westernization has in
troduced a new custom into
Vietnamese
city
life
prostitution. Women refugees
often turn to prostitution as a
means of survival. Successful
prostitutes find that they must
conform to Western standards of
beauty.
There are special salons set
up in the city which do beauty
operations. It costs $120 to make
eyes
look
rounder
and
approximately $400 to make
breasts larger. There is a high
suicide rate among prostitutes
who are totally rejected by their
own culture.
US and Japanese capitalists
have found involvement in
Vietnam to be quite profitable.
They plan to convert the country
into a great world center for
automobile manufacturing. This
would be very convenient for
them since they would only have
to pay very low wages to native
labor forces.
Incidentally, only 3% of the
manufacturing in Vietnam is
controlled by Vietnamese. The
rest is owned by American and
Japanese companies.
Oil companies also are
turning their eyes to Vietnam.
They predict that they will invest
35 billion dollars in off-shore oil
drilling there.
It seems ironic that a nation
which has struggled for centuries
against invading armies will
finally lose her independence to a
handful of investors. But of
course these investors only have
the people's best interests in
mind. They only want the
Vietnamese to be happy and
prosperous - just like us.
Of course, we can trust our
government to take care of
Vietnam. After all they took such
marvellous care of the Indians,
didn't they?

November lo, i9)
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View of
Student Governments An Administrative
the Cluster College
Looking for Success
By ROBYN COTA

In 1959. a decision was made

By SALLY VAN DYKE
Elbert Covell College

Covell College, noted for its
organization
in
student
government, contribute most of
its success to student unity,
participation and involvement.
The student government consists
of a board of directors which
includes a president, vice
president, treasurer, several
secretaries
and
several
representatives.
Also in this board is a judge
who handles all personal
disputes between students. It is
his duty to listen to the problems
of the students and come up with
a decision to solve them.
This year the student
government in Covell College is
working more in unity than ever
before.
Each
officer or
representative of the board of
directors workd together to help
each other instead of working
individually. With this joint
effort, the students are helping
each other without prying t»o
deeply into one another's
business.
As stated by Mario Paris,
member of the board of directors
and also head of public relations,
'.'Every school has its own
problems, but due to the
technical organization that has
been established this year, the
staff and the students have been
able to discuss these problems
and find answers to them."
When asked why there is so
much more student support this
year than ever before, Carlos
Mazal, also in public relations
stated, "The students this year
believe in us because we have,
shown them how we can get
things accomplished with their
support. Also there are a lot more
freshmen this year and a lot less
apathy. With this continuing
student involvement, the urge to
really see things completed is
mucn greater than ever before.'
The network of student
government in Raymond College
involves Raymond students,
faculty members and also other
students that live in Raymond
dorms.

The government is made up
of
an
eight
member
representative council. Each
member of the counsel serves for
one term which consists of a one
year period. The counsel has all
the power to voice student policy
and to control student funds. All
the representatives in the
counsel are presently students
but there is no reason why a
faculty member cannot be a
member of the'counsel.
Ten students, seven elected
at large and ttfree from the
counsel, are given complete
voice in all faculty meetings.
Raymond College attributes
most of its success and
. organization to the fact that the
students and faculty members
work completely together in
unity. This way the students are
able to diseuss openly any
problems that they may have
with the faculty and vice versa.
There are three committees
which are run by the officers and
by
the
budget
of
the
representative - counsel. The
High Table Committee allows
students to make films and also
to display any talent which they
may have. The Arts and Crafts
Committee sponsers an entire
workshop in the Farley
basement ofr any interested
student
and
the
Social
Committee takes care of all
social events.
Callison College

Right now the Callison
student government is in the
process of reorganizing. There
is however, a representative
council which consists of a
Faculty-Student Committee, a
Provost Advisory Committee
and a Committee of Academic
Affairs. Although the student
government
is
loW
in
organization this year, it is being
re-established to become more
effective and more unified.
Foss Perry, ASUOP senator
from Callison states that soon,
"The representative council has
hopes of taking on more
responsibilities and more
activities in international
programs."

****************************************
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to develop the "cluster college
structure from within UOP. This
system they hoped would expand
the enrollment by enhancing the
University's program and thus
cover the mounting costs of the
future.
At the same time this system
would also preserve the "valued
characters of small classes,
intimate
student-faculty
relations, sense of community,
mutual living and personal
identity." Each college would be
a liberal arts college in focus but
each would have it's own unique
emphasis and be limited in size to
250 students and 24 faculty
member.
After several years of
experience with this system the
University is currently drawing
up the plans for a fourth cluster
college.
Raymond college's com
mitment is to a broad liberal
arts study while at the same time
providing maximum opportunity
for individual development. A
student at Raymond does not
choose a major nor is he
"graded" as such - rather he is
evaluated.
Raymond's
freshman
program, Exploration and
Inquiry, informally called the
"embryo," proceeds on the
assumption that "introductory
college work must closely
parallel the student's general
emotional and intellectual
development; in short the growth
of his identity."
A special program, unique to
Raymond, is the internship
which takes the student into a
variety of work-study situations
off the campus, thus bridging up
a gap between a contemplative

Pictured above are a sampling of Cluster College student;
socializizing in the Quads.
(prior to the year abroad),
world at college and a more course relating to the countryj
t
realistic world at work.
which study will be done, a full
"The Callison College
year of study abroad, and,
program exists in response to a
senior project.
growing
awareness
that
The educational goals t
mankind's survival depends
Elbert Covell
College ait
upon education the citizen of the
"realizable only in a bi-lingua;
future for global responsibility.
and bi-cultural context." All o!
Because of this, Callison devotes
its methods work for
a significant portion of the
accomplishment of its goals ant
curriculum to the social
consequently all courses ait
sciences, area studies and
taught in Spanish that a re offered
requires a year of study be spent
by Elbert Covell. The student fa
in and emerging nation.
whom English is the native
The emphasis are the
tongue, must take at least halll
international and intercultural
dimension critical thinking, his courses in Spanish and the
reverse is true for the native
examining
values,
inter
Spanish
speaker.
disciplinary study, independent
Elbert Covell prepares ma
study, student participation in
and women to be bi-lingual
decision
making,
and
professionals
in
Business
community involvement.
Administration,
Economics,
Science,
Public
Callison also is without Political
Education
majors and a grading system. Administration,
Pharmacy
Callison students are evaluated Engineering,
through personal conferences, Marine Biology. The Covelliam
conseling and final statements of completes an established set tl
requirements to recieve
evaluations.
To recieve a BA in either English-language BA, Spanish
social science or Humanities, a language Lidendiado in Intel
student must complete three American Studies with
scope and method courses, Academic Discipline major.
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Are Innovative Classes
Signs for Hiring More Profs
By ROBIN THILL
The •cluster colleges nere

full Time Equivalents Measure
Actual Academic Traffic

believed Covell would not quite
mesh with Callison or Raymond
UOP, Raymond, Callison and
By TONY LEGGIO
language
because of the
3t ,
ort Covell, often find that they
For some time, rumors have would represent 1 FTE and each
Elbert
reqmrement 0f the instructors
sharing the same faculty
and their strict and more floated around concerning the Raymond student with 18 units
are
implications of FTE's. Not only would then only represent 1.125
members
regimented curriculum.
^s this occurs more and
The feelings of these three have their importance on FTE.
how do these colleges
re
The
third method of
men on new clnsses nnri tho administrative decisions been
determine the need for a new
hiring of new faculty members misunderstood> but the whole computing FTE's is referred to
faculty member? Also how do
Wagner
as
"Financial
vary in small ways but thev all f0"06?1 of,what FTE'S represent by
they determine the need for new
have the strong conviction mat
°
" clouded with an FTE's." These are simply
classes which would justify
aura of susDicion.
computed by taking the total
Raymond, Callison and Covell
hiring new faculty members?
Technically, FTE stands for tuition income of the various
should be allowed to maintain
Full Time Student Equivalent. schools and dividing it by the
Dr. Ruben Smith is the new
their unique identities.
These statistics are computed base tuition cost.
Provost of Callison College.
Raymond Professor John
each semester by the Registrar's
Interested
in
"feeling
the
Therefore, to the Finance
Smith believes there should be a
Office for each of the individual Office, every $2660 in tuition
students out" about their ideas
"balance of important academic
colleges and departments within income represents 1FTE (or fullon new classes he also thinks the
disiplines" tempered by classes
each college.
administration should keep their
time student) in that particular
that the students are interested
According to Elmer Wagner, school.
eyes open to classes which the
in. These are discovered by
Dean of Admissions and
In researching the Cluster
students may enjoy once they are
means of a questionnaire, one of
Institutional Research, FTE's College concept, The Pacifician
introduced to them. Smith also
which was distributed with in the
are computed in three separate became aware of the feeling that
believes
that a newly-hired
past week.
manners. The first is using a 12 the Administration might be
faculty member
should
be
Dr. Gaylon Caldwell of
unit base to equal 1 FTE. This is basing many of their policy
acceptable for use bv all three of
Covell takes the matter of new
justified by the fact that 12 units decisions on FTE's. alone.
the colleges."
faculty members and the
is considered a minimum full Accusations were flying that
Possessing such distinct
possibility of new classes up with time load.
COP students were being short
identities, Callison, Raymond
the Covell Council. This Council
In addition, UOP, like other changed in relation to other UOP
and Covell willprobably never go- is composed of all of the
colleges and universities, is students because FTE's gave
much farther than sharing a few
professors at Covell. Faculty required to submit her FTE
Raymond and Callison students
teachers and buildings.
members to be considered are figures to state and national
inflated value compared with
These colleges were founded
introduced to students and agencies using the standard COP students.
on very different and unique
administrators and other faculty accepted base of 12 units.
It was further declared that
principles, Raymond with its
members before any final
For example, a student in the
Administration
was
three yr. BA program, Callison
decisions are made and all COP taking a normal load of 4 justifying its budget and faculty
with its learning experience
opinions are considered.
courses, or 16 units, would cuts in certain departments due
abroad and Covell with its
Caldwell feels that it would represent 1.33 FTE's. On the to the department's low FTE
bilingual opportunities.
be great for a new instructor tobe other hand, a student in figures.
Rueben Smith, judging from
acceptable to all of the colleges Raymond taking a normal load of
Amid all this confusion,
his first impressions here, felt
incuding COP, but this is difficult 3 courses, or 18 units, would critics were unable to clearify
that it might mean some "loss of
where it concerns Covell College represent 1.50 FTE's.
which FTE's they were referring
uniqueness" among the colleges.
as it is almost necessary for an
The second method in which to and what facts they were
They all have such different
instructor to be bilingual.
FTE's are computed is identical basing their criticisms on. All
goals and such completely
Next semester Callison and to the above method with the they knew was that the
different programs.
Raymond are jointly offering a exception of using 16 units Administration had conceived
John Smith said he was
class. All three colleges now equalling 1 FTE. This method the FTE systerm to justify short
"wary of such a proposition share buildings and some gives the Administration a changing COP students in order
because of the very distinct
faculty. If the colleges continue clearer view of real "academic to keep the Cluster Colleges from
identities of Raymond, Callison this trend some feel that there traffic" in each of the individual looking bad.
and Covell."
may be a need for a Dean of colleges.
Upon confronting Alister
Caldwell,
also
wary,
cluster colleges.
This can be seen in that an McCrone, Academic Viceaverage COP student taking 16 President,
with
these
MEM8ER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY
units and an average Raymond accusations,
the
cloud
of
student taking 18 units would confusion and suspicion was
BORELLI JEWELERS
appear in more equal terms cleared.
2051 Pacific Ave.
using 16 units as the FTE base.
When .asked if the 12 unit
Each COP student with 16 units base equalling 1 FTE was a fair

UNDER 25?
YOU QUALIFY!
"Automobile Libility Insurance"

$182.80 Per
>WKy

Year*

Includes Body Injury, Property Damage and a
$10,000 Life Insurance Policy i

Call - 466-4403
Top set: $ 5 7 5

Bottom set:

scale in measuring the academic
load on each college, McCrone
replied immediately that it was
not. He stated he was well aware
of its unfair inflation of Cluster
College students and explained
that it was used mainly to satisfy
necessary governmental reports
requiring FTE's to be based on
the 12 unit system.
McCrone went on to further
explain that this was the reason
that a second set of FTE's were
computed using 16 units
equalling 1 FTE.
"We need to have some
method of determining where the
load of student traffic is, but
FTE's are by no means a perfect
evaluation and we realize this,"
McCrone declared.
In
explaining
the
significance of FTE's on budget
and
policy
decisions
(for
example the hiring and firing
teachers), McCrone stated "not
a single department has suffered
a decline in their budget due to an
enrollment decline. As far as the
hiring and firing of teachers, not
one teacher has been fired due to
a department's lowered FTE
figures."
McCrone further supported
his position by explaining that it
was unreasonable to assume that
decisions were based on FTE
statistics. "There are many
considerations to take into
account in making any decision,
and a tremendous amount of
time is spent evaluating each
decision individually," McCrone
stated.
In closing, the Academic
Vice-President stressed that the
Administration was not trying to
deceive the students or faculty
and said, "Indeed, the Cluster
Colleges
are
extremely
expensive to operate, but we
must look deeper and evaluate
their benefits to the entire
University Community . . .
Therefore, I do not believe COP •
students
are
being
short
changed."
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Job Outlook for the College Graduate
employment
Eshmatsd
Occupation

ment
1970

Occupation

openings
to I960'

Average
annual
openings
to 1980

Estimated
Estimstsd
employ
ment
1970

Avert
|e
"P
Employment prospects* i

1,400

141,000

Advertismi workers

Excellent opportunities. Strong demand for college
trained applicants Graduates of business and other
schools offering accounting should have good
prospects.

engineers.

235,000

Electrical engineers

2,600

23,000

especially for items such as computers and
numerical 'controls for machine tools, and for electrical
and electronic consumergoods.

9,000

125,000

Industrial anginaan

9,100

160,000

Public relations erotkets

Favorable outlook, especially for college graduates
with training in personnel administration. More work
ers will be needed for recruiting, interviewing, and"
psychological testing.

Mechanical sngintifs

Ribbis

Roman Catholicpriests.

Matalergical enguitars

Rapid increase due to population growth and rise in
level of business activity. An. increasing amount of
funds will be allocated to public relations work.

295,000

9,700

Competition keen in some denominations. Many dergy. men will find work in social work, education, and as •
chaplains with the Armed Forces.

Mining engineers

6400

300

Number of rabbis probably will be inadequate. Growth
in Jewish religious affiliation and in the number of syn
agogues, along with demand for rabbis to wotk with
social welfare and other Jewish affiliated organiza
tions, should continue.

Health service occupations

2200

Growing number needed. Number of priests ordained
insufficient to meet the needs of newly established. parishes, expanding colleges, and growth of the
Catholic population.

10,000

500

5,000

100

1,000

22,000

60

3,600

Ran(e Manafers

Number of forestry graduates may more than meet
demand. Private owners of timberiand and forest
products industries should employ increasing numbers
of foresters. Oemand in the Federal Goverment is
expected to remand stable.
Declining employment opportunities in the Federal
Government because scientific and technical duties
will be done increasingly by natural scientists. The
decline will be somewhat offset by increasing employ
ment opportunities in the pnvate sector.

Rehabilitation countaisrt

1400

1400

1,600

13,000

54,000

School counselors

5200

Excellent opportunities for those who have master's
degrees or experience in the field. Graduates with
bachelor's degrees and 15 hours of counseling-related coursed will find favorable opportunities in state
and local employment.
Shortage occupation. Excellent opportunities for those
who have graduate woik in rehabilitation counseling
or in related fields.
Very rapid employment increase, reflecting continued
growth of counselling services and some increases
secondary school enrollments.

Dentists

103,000

5,400

Very good opportunities. Limited capacity of dental
schools will restrict supply of new graduates.

30,000

2400

Hospital administrators'

17,000

1,000

Very good opportunities for those who have masters
degrees in hospital administration. Applicants without
graduate training will find it increasingly difficult to

110,000

13400

Excellent opportunities for new graduates with ba
chelor's degrees in medical technology. Demand will
be particularly strong for those who have graduate
training in biochemistry," microbiology, immunology,

Medical recordlibrarians

13,000

1400

Excellent opportunities for graduates of approved
medical record librarian programs.

Occupational therapists

7,500

1450

Excellent opportunities. Demand is expected to ex
ceed supply as interest in the rehabilitation of dis
abled persons and the success of established
occupational therapy programs increases.

enter this field.

Medical laboratory workers

Optomstrists

18,000

<00

Favorable outlook. By the mid 1970's, new graduates
may approximate demand because of expected ex
pansion of optometry schools.

Ostsopathic physicians

13400

950

Excellent opportunities. Greatest demand in states
where osteopathy is widely accepted as a method of
treatment.

7,000

250

Favorable opportunities for new graduates to es
tablish their own practices as well as to enter salaried
positions in other podiatrists' offices, hospitals, ex
tended care facilities, and public health programs.

Podiatrists

Long-run outlook favorable but employment opportu
nities fluctuate periodically. Currently, openings may
fall short of the number seeking employment

Agricultural engineers

13,000

600

Rapid increase due to the growing mechanization of
farm operations, increasing emphasis on conservation
of resources, and the broadening use of agricultural
products and wastes as industrial raw materials.

Physics) therapists

Excellent prospect for those who have graduate
degrees. Increased research and development expend
itures will create new pbs in areas such as pros
thetics, cybernetics, instrumentation systems, com
puter usage, and environmental pollution.

Physicians

10,000

300

Rapid increase in requirements due to growing use of
ceramic matenals, nuclear energy programs and elec
tronics as well asin consumer and industrial uses.

Chemical enimeett

50,000

1,700

Moderate growth from expansion of the chemical in
dustry and large expenditures for research and de
velopment. Opportunities also will arise in new areas
of work such as environmental control.

Pharmacists

X

z

u

n
X
©

u
w

O

X

w

SUN.

NOV. 12

15,000

1,600

Excellent prospects as demand continues to exceed
supply. Increased public recognition of the importance
of rehabilitation will result in expanded programs to
_ help the disabled.

303,000

22,000

Shortage occupation. Excellent opportunities for
employment, as limited capacity of medical schools
restricts supply of new graduates.

1400

Very good outlook. Supply «Hi be restricted by MM
c&p&criy or-schoois of vcieiineiy rTieuicme.

Sanitarians

19400

1400

Very favorable opportunities for college graduates.
A bachelor's degree in environmental health is pre
ferred. although a degree in one of the basic sciences
generally is accepted.

Speech pathologists tnd
audiologisti

22,000

2200

Good opportunities, especially for those who have
completed graduate study. Increasing emphasis on the
master s degree by Federal and state governments
will limit opportunities at the bachelor's level.

23,000

300

Geophysicists

<,000

500

Oceanographers

5,400

300

11,000

<00

100,000

S300

. 137,000

.9,400

7,300

W

43,000

3,500

3,100

200

33,000

WOO

7,100

500

15,500

1,000

1,100

w

12,000

'MO

Natural science occupations
Geologists

Biochemists

Life scientists

Physical scientists
Chemists

Food scientists

Physicists

Social scientists
Anthropologists

Economists

Geographers

Historians

Political scientists

Sociologists
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Employment will grow as a result of new drugs, in
creasing numbers of pharmacies, and insurance plans
covering prescriptions.
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5,160
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PRESENTS

Cheech &Chong

129,000

VetaiimkM

PALLADINO ENTERPRISES

n

24,000

and virology.

1400

Ceramic sngmsers

Statisticians

Life science occupations
Favorable outlook although only a small growth in
demand is expected. Anticipated number of new grad
uates will be inadequate to fillopenings.

Dia therms

65,000

120

Favorable opportunities through the 1970 s. Thenum
ber of new graduates in mining engineering entering
the industry may be fewer than the number needed to

Very good opportunities for both full-time and parttime workers due to expanding programs in hospital
and nursing facilities and. in other institutions,.

Areospace engineers

3,000

Rapid increase in number of workers neeriedtythe
metalworking industries to develop metals and new
alloys as well as adapt current ones to new needs, and
to solve metallurgical problems in the efficient use of
nuclear energy.
.

900

.Engineering occupations

Momedtcal engineers

—

16,000

Chiropractors

Counseling occupations
Employment counselors

"T«r

replace those who retire or die.

conservation occupations
Foresters

—

technological complexity of industrial machinery

4,400

60,000

•Very rapid growth in employment resulting from the
increasing complexity of industrial operations, «pan
sion of automated processes, and continued growth of

and processes.

71,000

73,000

10,100

220,000

Dereymen
Protestant ministers

.

industries.

partments and independent firms set up.

Personnel workers

Mathematicians

nmresses

Slow growth. Opportunities will be good, however, for
highly qualified applicants, especially in advertising

Excellent opportunities especially for those who have
graduate degrees. Existing marketing research organjrations are expected to expand and new research de

—-

300

s-200

should require additional civil

12200

agencies.

Marttdtini research workers

'0 1980

Actuaries

',7pCTon

31200

annuaj
°Mnin6

Employment prospects

10,000

ftuineii administration and rotated professions
491,000

1970

Mathematics anil related occupations
115,000

Civil engineers

PROFESSIONAL AND RELATED OCCUPATIONS
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Opinion

J

Rock Concerts Become a
Question of University

Average
annual
°Pen«ngs to

I was visited recently by ASUOP Vice President Jeff Gullo and
The Pacifican editor Karen Welz and asked whether there was any
possibility of a change in current University policy that no large
for jote
outdoor rock concerts can be held on the campus. Ireviewed the
entire situation with Jeff and Karen at that time but since Jeff has
again raised the question before the campus community in his article
in The Pacifican of November 3, 1972,1 am pleased to respond to the
better paying opportunitiesare availablein other field*
invitation of The Pacifican to provide this statement concerning our
The outlook also will be favoratte fb!teachm wh^rt
trained to work with handicapped children. Many stupolicy.
teachi'n! >? '
°
' 0
« 'or elemental
Let me say at the outset thatIunderstand thoroughly that music
toward^ither Mreers. ^ - '
'«
is very much a part of our culture and that many people, young and
Seconduy schoolteachers Wis,000
Opportunities will be very favorable in some geoolder alike, derive a great satisfaction from rock concerts. Contrary
Sn« ?
'!
'he Physical
to Jeff Gullo's impression, Ihave no "incredible bias" against such
scieiKes. Increased demand for teachers trained in
hanafnl
'
"tally retarded or physically
concerts and after a recent conversation with Jeff, I believe he
pert £
. If
- Nevertheless, if
understands that.
,
I^ f
" V continue, the supply
W'" Sig""icantl*
The basis for the current University policy is that from our own
•
requirements!
'Writingoccupations
experience on this campus and from the experience of other
Newspaper reporter!
30000
organizations which have sponsored large rock concerts, it appears it
!Ei.,f opportunities for young people with excep
is not possible to provide the kind of crowd control and security
tional talent and ability tohandle news about highly
specialized and technical subjects. Weekly or daily
measures which will provide reasonable assurance against violence
newspapers in small towns and suburban areas offer
and other serious, even tragic, occurrences taking place.
themost opportunitiesfor beginners.
Technical writsrs
20,000
i,ooo
In the Ten Years After rock concert held in the stadium on our
Good prospects for those having college courses in
writing and technical subjects plus writing ability.
campus on Saturday, April 29, 1972, there was the tragic death of a
Otttefprofassionalandralatedoccupations
spectator from gunshot wounds. In addition, however, there were
Airline dispatchers
1,200
60
Few openings because field is very small.
over
200 incidents of varying degrees of seriousness which took place
Architects
33,000
2,700
Favorable opportunities for registered architects.
in connection with the concert. These included pistol whipping, stab
Growth in non-residential as well as residential con
wounds, major head lacerations, miscellaneous fight injuries, major
struction. Homeowners' growingbwareness of the
value.of architects'servicesalsowillspur demand.
and minor drug overdoses, several fires, numerous fist fights, etc.
Collegecarttrplanningand
Prior to that concert, I conferred with responsible ASUOP and
Very rapid increase in employment as students and
placement counselors
2,800
200
colleges increase in number and as greater recognition
University officials to review plans for crowd control and security
is given to the need for counseling-especially of
measures, and was assured that maximum security efforts would be
minority group students and students of low income
families.
exercised. As a result of the experience at the previous Chicago
Home economists
105,000
6,700
Favorable prospects. Greatest demand for teachers,
concert when Stockton police had to be summoned on an emergency
but business also should increase demand for thoest
basis, extraordinary efforts were made prior to the April, 1972
workers especially in research and development.
'
Industrial designers
101)00
300"
concert to prevent riot or other similar conditions from occurring.
Favorable opportunities for talented collegegraduates.
Those with training in industrial design may face com
In spite of these best efforts, the situation was completely out of
petition from architectural and engineering graduates
hand, as anyone will attest who was in attendance at that concert. The
who haveartistic talent
death from shooting, which incidentally did occur inside the stadium,
Lawytrs
280,000
14,000
Good prospects in salaried positions with wellwas the dramatic tragedy which spotlighted a generally
known Law ferns and as law clerks to judges for
graduates of outstanding law schools, or for thosa
uncontrollable
crowd situation.
who rank high in their classes. Growth in demand wi
stem from business expansion and the increased
Jeff Gullo has cited Cal Expo as an example of a situation where
use of legal services by low and middle income groups.
rock concerts have been held without incident. I have personally
Librarians
125,000
11,500
Good opportunities, especially in school libraries for
conferred
with the General Manager of Cal Expo and have been
those who have advanced degrees.
advised
by
him that their experience has been so unsatisfactory that
Psychologists
40,000
3,700
Excellent opportunities for those who have a doctor
they have now instituted a policy to not have concerts of any kind at
ate; less favorable for those with only a master's
degree. Strong demand in mental hospitals, correc
Cal Expo. They have concluded that it is simply not possible to
tional institutions, mental hygiene dimes and com
provide crowd control and security measures which can give
munity health centers.
assurance that unfortunate and serious events will not occur.
Social worinrs
170,000
18,000
Very good prospects fpr those who have training in
city and bachelor's degrees in soiial w3rk. Many partMay I add that the idea of personal "frisking" of each person
time jobs for qualified women with experience.
entering the stadium when any crowd of 5,000 or more is expected, is
Systems analysts
100,000
22,700
Excellent opportunities due to rapid expansion of
simply not a practical measure. Airline experience in frisking or
electronic data processing systems in business and
government.
searching individuals demonstrates that such is not only extremely
Underwriters
55,000
2,740
Favorable opportunities especially in metropolitan
time-consuming but is not totally effective. Moreover, crowd
areas.
difficulties at large outdoor concerts occur both within the facility
Very good prospects for those who have training in
Urban plannars
381)00
750
where the concert is conducted and outside such facilties.
city and regional planning. Construction of new cities
From all information which I have been ableto obtain from all
and towns, urban renewal projects, and beautification
and open space land improvement projects will anur
sources,
andIhave explored this matter extensively,Imust conclude
demand for these workers.
that it is virtually impossible to have security or crowd control
MANAGERIAL OCCUPATIONS
measures at any large outdoor concert which will provide reasonable
Employment is expected to grow rapidly as the in
174,01)0
11,000
Bank officers
assurance against unruly, riotous, or even tragic occurrences taking
creased use of computers enable banks to expand
their services.
place.
Excellent opportunities especially for persons with
200
2,600
Citymanafers
It is for this reason that the policy was adopted of not allowing
master's degrees in public or municipal administra
large outdoor concerts on this campus. This policy is designed totally
tions.
for reasons of protection of life of students and others in attendance
Favorable outlook,especially for those whohavecqjlego
14,400
Manafers and assistants(Hotel) 195,000
degrees in hoteladministration.
and certainly infers no reflection on rock music or the enjoyment of it.
MayIsay thatIunderstand the desire of the ASUOP to be able to
SALES OCCUPATIONS
Favorable opportunities for well-trained workers, but
provide
entertainment for members of the student body andIheartily
25,000
510,000
Manufacturerssaltsmen
competition will be keen. Best prospects for thosa
endorse their efforts to do so. Moreover, I am appreciative of the
trainedtohandle technicalproducts..
financial problem faced by the ASUOP in that there are no adequate
Good opportunities.
11,800
200,00
Securities salesmen
indoor facilities for concerts which make it financially feasible to
attract the "big name" groups which they would desire to offer.
Ihave discussed this problem and general situation with ASUOP
officers and have endeavored to explore with them a variety of
alternative approaches whereby a broad range of musical
MAKE YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
entertainment could be provided to members of our student body.I
have invited Tom White, Jeff Gullo, Dan Nutley and Paul Lumena to
give consideration to various alternatives we could consider.
FOR THANKSGIVING AND CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
Ihave also said that if they can provide me with new information
concerning methods of security and crowd control which would give
reasonable assurance against dangerous activity at large outdoor
concert events, I would give consideration to the information they
present.
I am sure it is the hope and effort of the ASUOP officers and of
University officials, certainly including myself, that a broad range of
200 W. HARDING
466-0911
cultural, educational and musical events be offered members of our
student body and University community, without endangering the
life, health or well-being of any members of our community. It is in
Near University
Convenient Parking
that spirit and toward that objective that we are devoting our efforts.
American Express Representative
1980

—t IIITn^opportunities. Strong demand for recent
, graduates who have backgrounds in matbeSut'cs and have passed actuarial examinations.

300

—"TT^ablToutlook for Ph.O. graduates tc teach and
x research. Because of the large number of mathe
maticians projected to receive bechelor's degrees,
HILmtion for entry positions will be keen,

#r

—TTT^od opportunities for new graduates and ex
perienced statisticians in industry and government.

Kindergarten andelementary
"hoolteachers
1,260,000

—52,000

Ver Wh

are p e

arm

,Q d reCt the!r stud

3«"

"finable prospects for graduates with advanced
Igrees; those who have bachelor's degrees probably
face competition for entry positions.

soT

"T^ble outlook, especially for those who have
graduate degrees. Geophysicists will be needed to
aerate highly sophisticated equipment to find con
cealed fuel and mineral deposits; explore the outer
atmosphere and space; and solve problems related to
water shortages, flood control,and pollutionabatement.
favorable outlook for those who have advanced de
grees. The importance of the ocean in national detense as well as a source of energy, minerals, and
food will open up new opportunities for specialists.

Good employment opportunity especially for those
who have Ph.D. degrees to conduct independent re
search or to teach. The greatest growth will be in
medical research.
Rapid increase in employment through the' 1970's.
However, the number of life science graduates also
is expected to increase rapidly and result in keen com
petition for the more desirable positions. Those who'
hold advanced degrees, especially Ph.D's, should have
less competition than those who hold bachelor's
degrees. •

Favorable outlook. Chemists will continue to be needto perform research and development work. They also
will be needed to teach at colleges and universities,
where the strongest demand will be for those who
have Ph.D. degrees.
Favorable employment outlook at all degree levels
as a result of an expanding population demanding a
greater variety of quality convenience foods—both in
and outside the home.
Favorable opportunities for those who have ad
vanced degrees to teach at colleges and univer
sities, Physicists will be required in substantial numbers to do complex research and development work.

Rapid, increase, especially in the college teaching
positions will be found in museums,"
research programs, mental and public
Ex g
"n programs, and in community survey work.

ml Some

Excellent opportunities for those who have graduate
2?Sl",e®chlng' tfwemmentand
business. Young
people with bachelor's degrees will find employment
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Rock Concerts

Ambrose Turns Light Touch

Opinion

The Devil in Disguise
. _ ..

.

. ..

r

~

Amen,...

From Bulbs to Poems

^ mi

Hello. My name is Red P. Neck and I'm a farmer and a COP
alumni and proud of it! I've been farming here in the valley for over
thirty years and my father and grandfather both farmed here before
mc
This had always been a peaceful place until a year or so ago when
some of these long hairs and -groovers' over at UOP decided they
wanted to hold those outdoor rock orgies over at Eddie Labaron s
Field, you know, the stadium. (I personally believe the whole thing
was instigated by the communists but that's another subject.)
Iactually have nothing against hippies and freaks as long as they
know their place and stay within those boundaries.Istill can't believe
that they are unsatisfied with such a minor thing as President
McCaffrey's decision not to approve any more of those outdoor rock
and roll concerts. He is right: as sure as the sun shines on the tower in
the morning.
•
Don't those kids realize how good they have it. Hell, I d give an
hour's pay just to have the chance to do some real book learnin . Pooi
Mr. McCaffrey stuck his air conditioned office loaded withpaperwork
and responsibility.
, . ,
Speaking of responsibility that's another thing they don t have to
worry about. When these student types finish their two hour days they
can just go to their rooms and get stone, stoned, you know, marawanted and forget about all their problems (whatever few they may
have).
i
„ ,
,
„
They don't realize by asking for more of those rock things,
trouble, like President McCaffrey says, is bound to happen. We here
in the valley don't want any such events taking place. Concerts bring
the Haight Ashbury hippies and we all know what that means plus all
those motarcycle gangs.
.
We just don't want biggatherings of people! Why can t they bring
back the old sock hops?
When you get down to it in a community like Stockton, those big
concerts result in bringing groups of different races together and we
all know that's just asking for trouble. Those Years After Ten and
Cleveland concerts proved no descent American man or woman
should be associated with dealing with the devil!
However, Idon't want tomislead you into thinking that I'm not an
open minded guy. I'm able to change my policies whenI feel they need
achanging!
When that kid got shot up last year it was the straw that broke my
neck. That's why they call me Red! (Ha!) You can't convince me that
outdoor concert things don't breed the devil s work.
Hell, being a liberal sort of man I took my wife to see that movie
over at the Bijou called Reefer Madness. How true it was, that stuff
makes you go insane! No wonder these college folks want concerts:
it's the devil's work in disguise isn't it?
Many folks forget what this school used to be before things
changed to the devil. Hell, things used to be done in the spirit of the
COP tigar. We had traditions.
Ah yes, traditions. I remember them well. Strolling down past
those ivy covered walls, listening to those sweet tones "emanating
(that's a college wordIlearnt!) from the symbolic tower, those torch
light parades, the good old school spirit, fraternity circle and most
important we listened to our elders!
When the President of the college told us no more panty raids we
listened and obeyed. Not to be immodest,I had the biggest collection
of panties in all of South hall: ten black ones, five mid-night blue and
my favorite, a pair of hot pink ones! Anyway, if we disagreed with
him, being the open minded sought of guy, the President said, "Sure
kids! You go back to your rooms, it's after curfew anyway, and collect
some evidence on why you want panty raids and if you collect enough
I'll grant your wish." The next morning he was up to his neck in
panties, over two hundred pair!!! That was democracy at work.
Evidence was the key for overcoming the devil's work. Yep, those
were the days ....
Hell, but now were in the year of 1972 and dealing with folks that
have no respect for authority and respect for the image of UOP within
the greater Stockton area. Outdoor rock and rool concerts bring only
the worst types of people and give UOP and our blessed tigar a raw
piece of meat!
When ya get down to it, parent folk can see the devil working at
UOP and they won't let their sons and daughters attend a place of
such misgivings. They're paying the bills anddeciding where Johnny
will go to school for book learnin'. That's the way Ilearnt it was.
I can only pray to the Lord up in the Heaven to give guidance to
the UOP students and make them listen to their President and a stop
playing with the garden of hell and a listening to the devil's music!!!

By DIANE FOLEY
WHO IS SHE?
I saw her waklin
I saw her walking down the
sidewalk; her dress caught up by
the breeze; her lovely legs so steady
as she paced along the way.
As we passed we caught each
other's look and then a smile
between us; we broke the silent
gapWe paused a moment to let our g
thoughts wander and then we went §
our way; slowly but so slowly as ^
lingering along the sands.
I looked around and saw her

beside me every day.
My mind was of beautiful
thoughts - as if I had been dreaming
and then I heard a soft voice
whisper: "Come Son, not today.

Most all of you are familar
with the man who wrote this
poem. He is Ken Ambrose, the
maintenance light bulb man on
campus.
Mr. Ambrose has written a
book
of poetry entitled,
"Kingdom of Kra". The themes
of the twenty-nine poems are
many and deverse, ranging from
the beauty of nature to the
eternal mystery of women.
It has been said that his
words flow effortlessly, carried
airborne like fallen leaves on a
brisk summer wind. Dr.
McCullen of the English
Department seems to feel
differently. After reading some
of Mr. Ambrose's work,
McCullen described him as an
ungrammatical Rod McKuen
"and a grammatical McKuen is
bad enough."
Mr. Ambrose has always felt
a need to express his inner
thoughts and share them with
others,
searching
for
the
common link which ties all men

5 LARGE HAMBURGER
with onion rings or french fries
and soft drink

BIG SYD'S
4227 Pacific Ave

VOID Nov. 17

Ken Ambrose, a UOP maintenance light bulb man, has written
book of poems, entitled Kingdom of Kra.
thought these poems "uniquej
together and to God.
A high school graduate and their construction, generaij
former Marine, Ambrose has adhering to not set rules i
lived in the West most of his life. versification or rhyme pattens
following only the inner dictate
He feels his life has been one of
struggle and conflict; the same of the author's soul."
Maybe you should comet
conflict against the divisive
your
own conclusions. Brows
forces in the universe-which has
inspired all works of genuinely through "Kingdom of Kra" ties
time you are in the camps
creative accomplishment.
bookstore.
One critic of this book

Scholarships
The
California
State
Scholarship
and
Loan
Commission reminds high school
seniors and college students that
the postmark deadline date for
the filing of California State
Scholarship applications is Nov.
20, 1972.
Eleven
thousand
two
hundred new scholarships for
undergraduate college students
are to be awarded by the

Commission in April 18!
Students who believe they are;
need o financial assistance
tuition and fees at the colleges;
their choice and who
already taken the ScholasB
Aptitude Test of the Collel
Entrance Examination
may secure application font
from their schools or
Commission
offices
Sacramento.

MARINE OFFICER
FRESHMEN -SOPHOMORES-JUNIORS:

LOUD SPEAKER

The Platoon Leaders Class (pilot ground or law)
offers to eligible students:
Immediate draft deferment • Training and pay
of $540 for 6 weeks during summer • No on cam
pus training or drills • Options of $100 per month
while in college

FREE

40 hours civilian pilot training during senior
year • Commission as a 2nd Lt. upon graduation

from college • Starting salaries from $700-$ 1000
per month

f

Obligation: 2Vi years for ground officers and
3'/2 years after flight training for pilots

For the music lover
who demands the finest.

OIL WAL
UTILITY
SMALL

$125.00
$105.00
74.50

69c

TALK TO THE MARINE CORPS OFFICE
COMING ON CAMPUS
DATE:
TIME:

476-9471
61 JO Pacific

lilHlllllBllllHHIllllBIRlff

Available

Military Service? SERVE AS A

ADVENT

Larry Seidman

- IITU11 VALUABLE COUPON11111=

J

swaying as she walked.
Oh, how lovely she would be,

In Mo

Ave

477 008?

nrjo Cvoter

PLACE:

13-15 NOVEMBER 1972
9too - 3:00
STUDENT UNION

(U15) 556-02U0

ember 10, 1972
Nov
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A New Twist in Basketball

IflTEfB/miuj

By JIM MCCARTNEY

Pacific's

basketball

and Cloyd saw limited duty last soph, averaged 11.2 ppg as a
season. Jay Dahl, 6-9 junior. He starter for the frosh last year;
twist this year; instead of a was the reserve center last year. Jim Weymouth, 6-3 soph/starter
freshman
and varsity team, the
Newcomers
Mike for the frosh last year until he
By JOSEPH LILLIS
Players will be divided into Taravanovic, 6-6 junior who tore ligaments in his ankle. The
The Bijou has been consistently outstanding in th«varsity and junior varsity redshirted last year; Gary Dean, ankle still troubles him and he
reCen1
squads.
scheduling of double features and adds another fine d..n
6-5 soph who averaged 26.4 pts may redshirt this year.
J, Calcutta! plays with Las. Summer t0 V™ d»»wek
Stan Morrison, Pacific's new and 14.8 rebounds per game as a
Bob Tucker, 6-3 soph, and
a
va
[ valuable evening.
"ed anc head basketball coach, indicated freshman last season. He could'
Greg Eccles, 6-1 soph, sat out last
that he will have 11 or 12 athletes also play guard; Dave Nunes, 6-6 year after playing freshman ball
Oh, Calcutta! appeared several months ago with the promise that on the travelling varsity squad, soph, 13.7 ppg as frosh last year; two years ago; freshmen
it would only be shown three times and then disappear from tE?
and may have as many as fifteen Chad Meyer, 6-8 soph who
Alan Westover, b-0,
of[he earth. We should be thankful that they brZV^mSe*
on hand at home games. The averaged 16.8 ppg as starter for and Steve Coldani, 5-10, and
e
It comes with several self-proclaimed titles- 'mv.,nTJu
®'
JUn'ur varsity (Bengal) squad
frosh last season.
junior Leonard Armato, 5-11, are
.religious fuck show/' "if,alot
will be coached by Pete Newell.
all walk-ons.
GUARD:
Returning
John
everybody take off their clothes." "Once you've seen one "
"**
Altogether there are 22 Errecart, 6-2 junior who
The stage production moved from off-Broadway to New York'* Players practicing under the
Morrison said there was only
averaged 14.2 pts. per game and one recruited freshman this year
Belasco Theatre for a record-setting run. The film version was m»h! watchful eyes of Morrison,
had 140 assists as a starter last
last year just before its New York Company folded
Newell, and Ray Bosch. Here season; Ossie Noble, 6-3 senior, because by the time he took the
job last spring, all the good
The film is a revue of sorts containing sketches, music and they are, by position:
was usually the sixth man last players with the required grades
danCe. The material is of varying quality from many divergent
year for the varsity; John
authors. Contributors include Samuel Beckett (Endgame) tE
CENTER: Returning -none. Joshua, 6-3senior, added depth to had gone to other schools. He said
there was no need to panic
Feiffer (Little Murders), Sam Schepard (Operation Sidewinder) and Newcomers - Mike Fink, 6-11, the guard position, last year.
because
of
this
year's
John Lennon.
''dnu 250-pound
redshirt
from
Newcomers - Andy Oliveira, sophomores.
Nothing can replace the thrill of live theatre but the film version Washington: Tim Halemeier, 6- 6-2 freshman, averaged 26.5 ppg
He said he is hoping to bring
of Oh, Calcutta! is an often misunderstood work that can be truW 11, started for frosh last year: at Stockton's Lincoln High School
inu".
entertaining to many.
Bert Haverly, 6-9, redshirted last last year; Warren LeGarie, 5-10 in 5 or 6 new players next year,
hopefully freshmen.
year after starting during his
freshman
season.
He
could
also
Last Summer is a fine little film about three young people caught
be used at forward.
in the absolute boredom of endless sun and sand.
FORWARD: Returning It reveals the primitive and vicious natures of man in their
Jim McCargo, 6-5 senior who has
relationship to nature and other men.
Outstanding performances by Catherine Burns and Richard started the last two seasons,
averaged 17.2 pts. and 12.6
Thomas are joined by Barbara Hershey's (only) fine job.
By RAY POLICAR
Recommended: 2001 continues the Fabulous Four at the rebounds per game last year;
Recently
the
ASUOP
Office
it remains to be seen if they
Bucky Snyder, 6-4 senior; Mike
Sherwood: Cyrano de Bergerac at ACT, San Francisco.
of Information made 1200 posters will pick up the tab for the
Cloyd, 6-7 senior. Both Snyder
and a problem for themselves.
posters. So if you are wondering
It seems that Kathy Angerer, where your $75 goes, a penny and
Director of Office of Information, a third is going to advertise
contracted to print posters "Cheech and Chong."
advertising "Cheech and Chong"
at the Stockton Civic Auditorium.
When the bill came out, for
Dr. Howell Runion of the
around twenty dollars, the Pharmacy school reports that
production company had gone the large attendance expected
broke.
Another
production has made it impossible to open
company, Palladino
the symposium to the public.
Enterprises, picked up the Nonetheless it is a significant
concert. The show will go on as event for UOP and California
CALL; 946-2233
scheduled.
pharmacists.
ASK FOR: MIMI or JEFF

ErE wil1 have a slightlynew

mm.

ol l2 °L«<

Who Wants to Pay
for Cheech & Chong

ASUOP TRAVEL AGENCY
ASUOP OFFICES

WEEKDAYS: 12-2

J#

The cheapest flights to Europe and
New York. Round-trip and one way
THE WAY TO ENJOY U.O.P.

GET-A-WAY FOR THE DAY

DRASTICALLY REDUCED AIR FARE
ROUND TRIP OR ONE WAY TO:
CHRISTMAS & JANUARY
NEW YORK $156 RT
EUROPE
$239 RT
ALSO, YOUR INTERNATIONAL ID
CARDS CAN BE OBTAINED HERE!
SPECIAL RATES:
HAWAII
SO. CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONDOMINIUM RENTALS
Educed rate ski PACKAGES AT LAKE TAHOE
AMTRAK - TRIPS TO RENO, NEVADA
^AKE YOUR PLANS IN ADVANCE

4 Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN
Party Supplies - Groceries
Keg Beer • Free Delivery
135 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON. CALIT

November lo, ^
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Cabaret Bites Off More Than It Can
Chew, What They Need is a Miracle

By DOUG HAVERTY

By TED SNYDER
They said it couldn't be done.
They were right.
Joseph Lillis' production of
Cabaret opened last week and,
well, perhaps that was feat
enough.
To produce the show, Lillis
had to find and acquire the
Weberstown Mall basement,
turn it into a theatre, create a
completely
new
theatre
organization, find actors for one
of the most intricate and difficult
musicals in the history of
Broadway, finance it, direct it,
publicize it, play one of the major
roles himself: all this on top of a
full class load at UOP.
You might have thought that
Lillis bit off more than he could
chew. He did.
Where Lillis succeeded best
was as a producer. His
conversion of the basement into a
1930's cabaret was creative and
captivating.
His
publicity,
tickets, and programs also
generated on air of assured
professionalism.
It
was there that the
resemblance to professionalism
ended, however, the acting and
direction
was
generally
amateur.
To
speak
metaphorically, the frosting was
wonderful but the cake was
mouldy.
Lillis called his company
"The Miracle Players," and
aptly so; a miracle was exactly
what they needed. This is not to
say that they didn't try. On the
contrary, they tried very, very
hard.
Unfortunately,
this
effortfulness
was
readily
apparent from the audience,
whose close proximity to the
actors allowed us to catch each
mistake and character break as
they were telegraphed to us.
The Kit Kat girls, intended to
be the epitome of degenerate
lewdity, came off more as the
Campfire Girls' Hi Jinx entry.
They
lacked the natural
endowments and exaggerated
make-up that were required, and
their costumes (complete with no
heel ballet slippers) only added
to this image of cuteness (as
opposed to seductiveness).
Their
dance
numbers
resembled drill team routines
rather than erotica, and they
sang with all the self-assured
gusto of a bevy of parakeets.
However,
it
must
be
remembered that the girls
generally lacked experience stage experience that is.
The band (which, by the way,
was excellent and did not receive
mention in the program) helped
the girls out nicely with
lascivious groans and shouts
which, given the circumstances,
served only to make us wonder
about the band.
Amy Bakewell's portrayal of
Frau Schneider, complete with
an accent that combined
English,
Spanish,
German,
French, Ukranian. Lithuanian
and you-name-it, was basically
inhibited and lethargic. She
droned right over good laugh
lines, looking at times, more
bored than hereudience. Again I

would suspect that stage
insecurity
caused
by
inexperience was the major
cause. Her singing saved her
performance.
Regia Guidon, as Sally
Bowles, simply lacked the fire
and intense, seductive charisma
that her character needed. Her
vocal
performance
was
generally
good:
sometimes
excellent, sometimes only
adequate. She usually needed a
bit more volume, and the fact
that a couple of her songs were
keyed too high for her
necessitated some "creative"
singing.
My feeling is that Guidon has
a lot of talent but needed better
direction and a different sort of
role to bring it out.
The memorable perform•unce_of the evening was given by
Michael Gliksman, as Herr
Schultz. Although there was a
touch of Scottish in his German
accent, his confidence and
energy were more than welcome.
There were times when he
seemed to have an acute case of
the "twitches," but his vocal
control and comic timing were by
far the best in the cast and his
Meeskile number was easily the
best in the show.
The fact that Lillis left his
own name and character off the
program could lead to some
interesting
speculations:
however I won't make any. As
Cliff Bradshaw, Lillis brought a
certain sensitivity to his role, but
not always the right kind.
Too aggressive at times, too
sarcastic at others, Lillis did not
really capture the warmth for
Sally that his actions indicated.
His hair was disturbingly shaggy
too, and his voice had a strained
quality that was aggravated
when he increased his volume.
The Emcee, Charlie Butts,
did a good job, but not a
consistent one. He was at his best
in the Two Ladies number, where
he had the verve and zest that he
should have had throughout the
rest of the show.
He provided a few other good
moments during the evening,
especially regarding his dancing
which was the best in the cast. By
and large I sensed a little
insecurity and felt that his
direction was too subdued.
Interestingly enough, the
minor characters, Fraulein Kost
(Barbara Ferran) and Ernst
Ludwig (Jeffery Jones), turned
in a couple of the better
performances in the show. Their
character definition was strong
in both cases, especially in Jones'
case.
I personally feel that Lillis'
blatant tampering with the script
was shameless. I was appalled to
see so many numbers inserted,
cut, altered, or reordered.
Especially foolish were the
additions of three songs from the
movie version, which served only
to force a comparison with Liza
Minelli and Joel Grey: a
comparison by which no actress
or actor I know of could profit.
In some cases he stole bits of
interpretation or movement

from the movie outright. What he
Friday Nov 10
did not steal were the complex
character understandings and
„ v Film Eva-Everything But Legal, Ande
the more subtle dynamics. In 6:30 and 9pm Anderson Y Film Eva r.
general, due to major script Lecture Hall
T
ment; Entire Campus
alterations
and
superficia
A" D"y «S?OP Ice Cream Feed, End Zone
direction, the show lacked the 7- 30pm AS
w berslown Mall, Community Hall
cohesive build in tension that it
8pm Film The Square Root of Zero: Room B Z-12, Delta
needed.
Nowhere was this more 8pm Rare F.arth CUik'ut1'!
etlerbach Aud„ Berkeley
evident
than
in
^''s.
%m Deha FMmlm Festival, The square root of Zero," buMJ
transformation of Why Should I
Wake Up into a semi-comic
if 15pm Conservatory Composer's Club Recital; Conservator,
number, with an obviously
planned feather-in-the-face gag.
This was intended to be funny, of
Saturday Nov 11
course,
but came off as
ipm Fashion Show: Delta Speech Arts Auditorium
innappropriate and distracting
ti
30 and 9pm Eva-Everything But Legal: Anderson
and ruined the song for the
8pm Procol Harum/Joy of Cooking: Winterlan
leading lady, along with
8- 30pm ASUOP small concert: Dirk Hamilton Trio; Raymond Grti
destroying the mood that had
been established. Also Lillis
creation of a quasi-Bugs Bunny 8:30pm ASUOP small concert: Dirk Hamilton Trio: Raymond Grj
character, dubbed Tandalayo Hall
Sunday Nov 12
Rubinowitz, was questionable at
best.
2-30pm Film at Pioneer Museum: See-Touch-Feel professioJ
Lillis did produce one or two painters and sculptors taking students on a journey into thethr
good moments, though. Using dimensional world of arts. Also German Festival Time
Tomorrow Belongs to Me to back 8pm Cheech and Chong: Stockton Civic Auditorium
up a scene between Sally and
Cliff produced a nice effect, and
Monday Nov 13
oddly -enough, the epilogue he
added had a more haunting 10am and 1pm Herb True, Businessman Billy Graham, Classrd
quality than anything within the 104, Delta College
actual framework of the play. 7:30pm Women's Union business meeting; WPC 134
Generally,
though,
Lillis' 7:30pm Stockton Astronomical Meeting WPC 241-242
direction simply did not bring out
Tuesday Nov 14
the intense concentration and
energy that his actors needed in 10am and 1pm Herb True meets with students; Delta Auditoriuil
such close staging.
7-9pm Veselas folk dancers, Anderson Lecture Hall
I
The choreography was
8:15pm Resident Artist Series: Charles Schilling; organist; Coitj
largely trite. At a couple of points
dancers broke into the Charlston, 9pm ASUOP Senate meeting: WPC 218
a dance that might be
Wednesday Nov 15
appropriate for Funny Girl, but
not Cabaret. The Telephone Song 9am Herb True at Delta Auditorium
was the most successful dance 8:15pm Senior Recital: James Hoch; clarinet, Conservatory .
number in the show, but even 5pm Deadline for Raymond seniors interested in being considered!
then the choreography did not the special fellowship offered to Raymond graduates by the Collegfj
really approach creativity or Law, University of Denver. Notify Berndt Kolker in writing by to tl
professionalism.
Costumes, by Sheila Morris,
Thursday Nov 16
jumped through time periods and
styles with gay abandon. Some of 7:30pm Herb True, Scottish Rite Temple
them were quite nice while 8pm Thanksgiving Celebration; Morris Chapel
others were less than helpful to 8pm Cabaret; Weberstown Mall, Community Hall
the characters. The latter was
Note: Anyone interested in having their upcoming event publish
especially true with the Kit Kat
111311
girls, whose costumes had all the the Calaveras Calendar may submit information to me by
r
phone. Doug Haverty c/o The Pacifican, 3rd floor North Hall,°|
sex appeal of gym outfits.
2114.
Jeffery Jones did a very good
job with his staging and lighting Answers to Last Week's Puzzle
of
the
show,
especially
s A G E
£ M I R' V I s 0 R
considering the space- and C A P E
0 R I B I
T R E K
R I L E
facility limitations he had to H I S T R I 0 N I C
0 N 0
A c N E
MITYSUmJB
N E A D S
work under.
J 0 E Y
A S E A
I think in all fairness, I must
D E c I U s
A L H A M B R A
add that considering the odds
A T 0 L L
F R I A R
L X B
against the success of this effort,
R A N T
M A C A W
D E N Y
E P I
D 0 hi E S
K I N G S
Lillis made a valiant attempt.
S E C L U D E D
R A N D 0 hi
His mistake lies, I believe, in his
A P E D
MM OacMc k*
R A Z E
choice to do Cabaret itself, a
P A U P E <• P 0 C 0
Mono 4M-7001 _
S E N
musical
that
requires
A S P S
A M E L I 0 R A T E
Ftm Dol Ivory and ©ft *2
monumental effort for even the
S H 0 E
T I R E S
I G 0 R
OfCN MONDAY
T E N D E X I S T
most experienced of companies.
hi A N 0

1
1

•&

1

I

To attempt the show with
virtual amateurs is simply
asking for it. I would like to see
The Miracle Players continue
their efforts, but I would hope
that they choose less difficult
shows in the future.
ASUOP spent a few hundred
dollars to allow UOP students to
see this show free, last week. I'm
sure those students who took
advantage of the opportunity got
their "money's worth."

Now Playing at the

abc

SHERWOOD
321 YOKUT • 477 932t>

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Presents

A story of love. Filmed by David Lean

Ryan's Daughter
ROBERT MTCHUM TREVOR HOWARD CHRISTOPHER JONES
JOHN MILLS LEO McKERN SARAH MILES
.

VETROCOtOR and SUPER FANAV1SION®

"£S-jGP|
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Maybe the way to change the world
is to join a large corporation.
We don't make a lot of noise, but this is where it's
really happening. You see, a large corporation like Kodak has
the resources and the skill to make this world a little more de
cent place to live. And we intend to do what we can to see
that this is exactly what happens.
Take our home city, Rochester, New York for exam
ple. We cut water pollution in the Genesee River by using
natural bacteria to dispose of unnatural wastes. We cut air
pollution by using electrostatic precipitators in a new «>rnbustible waste disposal facility. We helped set up a black
enterprise program in downtown Rochester, and we ve en
experimenting with film as a way to train both teachers an
students—including some students who wouldn t respond o
anything else.
,, , , . .
, ,
And we didn't stop with Rochester. Kodak is involved
in 47 countries all over the world. Actively involv

Why? Because it's good business. Helping to clean
the Genesee River not only benefits society... but helps pro
tect another possible source for the clean water we need to
make our film. Our combustible waste disposal facility not
only reduces pollution... but just about pays for itself in
heat and power production and silver recovery. Our black
enterprise program not only provides an opportunity for the
economically disadvantaged... but helps stabilize communi
ties in which Kodak can operate and grow. And distributing
cameras and film to. teachers and students not only helps
motivate the children... but helps create a whole new market.
In short, it's simply good business. And we're in busi
ness to make a profit. But in furthering our business interests,
we also further society's interests.
And that's good. After all, our business depends on
society. So we care what happens to it.

Kodak

More than a business.
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UOP Tigers Aim
For League Title

By LARRY

LAPKIN

By JIM MCCARTNEY

lor 159 yards and three
touchdowns. Additionally, his 46
sodium Skiing - As mentioned in last week's edition
Armed with a strong defense
yard
punt
put
the
Diablos
at
their
Done several UOP students were planning to ski the embankm^
and a triple-option offense that is
own
seven
yard
line,
setting
up
a
the
outer side of Pacific's memorial stadium. Well, the attempt,
averaging 259 yards per outing,
safety.
made and from what I understand, was quite successful
Pacific's football team will
On the free kick following the
The skiers involved, who must have been doped at the tinif
invade San Diego tomorrow
safety, Harrell scampered 73
commented that the only tricks were to keep on the tails of yoursfc,
night for a game with San Diego
yards for a touchdown. The sight
stay out of the milk-weed, and stay away from the gardeners a
State.
of
Harrell sprinting for the goalPacific is 7-2 and 3-0 in league
security cops.
play. San Diego State has a 7-1 line with the defenders in vain
pursuit
is
rapidly
becoming
a
One of the ice-planers pointed out that the best way to ski th,
An unknown skier tests the
record and has a 2-0 conference
familiar one for UOP fans.
green stuff is on short skis, preferably something old that you^
mark. The game will be the last
ice
plant
covered
slope
of
the
True now has 1,610 career
really care about. It was also mentioned that the east side o
league title for UOP. If the Tigers
yards
and has taken over the outside of the football stadium. stadium (towards Eiselen House) is better adapted J or the spowin they will win the title. If they
number seven spot on Pacific's
because of its steepness and "good ice plant conditions, plus r
lose they could finish second or
all-time
rushing list.
tie for first depending on how San
people can see you there.
Diego State does next week
against Long Beach State.
When questioned about the future of the pseudo-spoit, one skit:
The Aztecs
boast
two
remarked, "Maybe
now at half-time, spectators can watct
outstanding quarterbacks in Bill
something aside from some dude twirling his baton and dropping!
Donckers and Jesse Freitas.
Donckers has completed 62
The Pacific water polo team, game Dietrich had beaten the
passes in 115 attempts this year
for 1,010 yards and 10 which was 14-7 before last goalie 51 times Snider had hit the
touchdowns, and Freitas, at one Tuesday's season-ending game net on 46 occasions. Other high
time a back-upto JimPlunkettat with Chico State, will participate scorers include Rick Hendricks,
Stanford, is 67 for 117, good for in the Pacific Coast Athletic 33, Eric Gibson,27, Rick
Ingraham, 20, and Rick Reeder,
Association Finals next week.
789 yards and five scores.
Last season the Tigers were 14.
San Diego State also has
several fine receivers. Issac fifth in the league. They are
Bob Silsbe has done a fine j ob
Curtis, who played for UC hoping to improve on that mark in goal all season for the Tigers,
Berkeley last year, has 25 this year.
having blocked 59 percent of the
catches good for 577 yards and 6
shots tossed his way. Back-up
Joe
Dietrich
and
Randy
touchdowns. Tim Boyer has also
man John Moulthrop has stopped
hauled in 25 aerials, which have Snider are the leading scorers for 61 shots and has allowed 62 goals.
Tuesday's
accounted for 396 yards and two Pacific. Before last
¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥+¥¥¥¥T
touchdowns.
Manning the offensive line
for San Diego State are several
behemoths of truly impressive
size. Starting at right tackle is
Claudie Minor, 6-5, 273 pounds. If
Pacific Ave.
the right guard is injured, he will
OMM Baskin
be replaced by Tuffi Avii, 6-7, 350
7
Sundance Country
4 6l«23Adams
Robins
pounds. Back-up linemen include
Open weeknights
Herbie Dobbins, 276, and Charlie '
Ski & Cross Country
TIH 9: OO pm
1 Sundance Sports
Dodd, a mere 273 pounds.
1 Place
gear and outfits
Sunday 12 to 6
Pacific, with a nearly non
¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥•
existent passing attack, will rely
on the running of Mitchell True,
Willard Harrell, Mike Mangrum,
and Bruce Keplinger for
offensive power.
Last week the Tigers beat LA
State for their seventh straight
1,000 Young Women
win. It marked the longest
winning streak for a UOP team
since the 1949 Eddie Lebaron-led
Tigers were 11-0.

Mermen Tread
Towards PCAA Finals

SKI NEWS
SUNDANCE SPORTS
!
PLACE

WANTED

A-l Kotzin Introduces

Ball
Now free
ASUOP recently allocated
200 seats on the stage of the Civic
Auditorium for all home
basketball
games, free of
charge.
It is hoped that this section
will be developed into a cheering
section for the team. The policy
will be effective immediately
upon final signature of Dr.
Dempsey,
Director
, of
Intercollegiate Athletics and
Tom White, ASUOP President.
Sections P,Q and 60 seats in
Section R will be held for
students at $1.50 rate. These
tickets will be held two days prior
to each home game for student
purchase only. After 5 pm these
seats will be placed on sale to the
general public as well. Students
may also purchase season tickets
for the thirteen home games at $1
a game.

TOBIAS
TROUSERS"
To Receive
8 Free Pairs
of Earrings

Absolutely no Obligation
Present this Ad at:

The Silhouette is
\ksterday, The Fit
isToday.

MENS ma
2112 Pacific Ave.
1 8 S. California St.

Thursday nltas 'III 9

>5

4950 PACIFIC AVE. & MAIN AT SUTTER

1972

10, 1972
November

Soccer

Hangs
It Up

By

JIM MCCARTNEY

SO LONG BANANAS!
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R™ Reno

The IJOP h

,

%JIM

^CARTNEY

have the first game In its history

All that is left for the soccer
th's year are two league
omes one of them tonight in San
jose against the San Jose State
and the other against
le tigtl Spartans
next
Wednesday at the
California
i
'Ui-skij
ersat| piablo Valley field
jim Santomier s hooters will
take a 6-5-1 record in the last two
games. The Tigers are 2-1 in West
Coast Intercollegiate Soccer
Conference play, knocking off
Stanford and Santa Clara and
losing to USF. (
Forward Wolfgang Gartner
l,as
been
the
top
marksman for the soccer team
this season. He has blasted home
12 goals and has three assists.
Rodrigo Zulueta has five goals,
jay Negus and Andy Chesley
have three tallies, and Mike
Costello and Markos Taffesse
have two each.
Starting goalie Doug Kirk,
who was injured in the USF
game, is doubtful for the
remaining two games. Kirk is
still suffering from a shoulder
injury, meaning Juan Estay will
be guarding the mesh for Pacific.
Pacific.
tPam

Sk,BHs. frtt-off
-ThePacifican

Stockton s Oak Park Ice Rink.
i^afree°ff 'S 3t

15 3nd admission

The
club
has
been
scrimmaging once per week and
has made great strides since
practice began in September
The players have gradually
rounded into shape and are eager
for the confrontation with Reno.
Meanwhile, Reno is 0-2
having been defeated by
Sacramento and Visalia.
The offensive load for UOP
will be carried by several out-ofstate skaters. One of the forward
lines will include center Mike
Lander of Grand Forks, North
Dakota;
Red
Smith
of
Minneapolis at left wing, and A1
Menkes of Oshawa, Ontario at
right wing.
The defense will be anchored
by swift-skating Mark Harrison
of St. Paul, who has impressed
observers with his speed and
hard wrist shot. John Shepard of
St. Paul will center another
forward line.
Starting in goal will be Bob
Crawford, a native Californian
who is in his first year of playing

EOal „ c^wford
„„„
.
— has
—" improved
g eatly since he first donned the
Pads and will be between the
Pipes for at least two-thirds of
the game.

Jesse Marks, the club's
executive advisor, is hoping for a
large crowd at UOP's first game.
Marks has helped the club
fonnn by neSotiating with
UOP and the administration,
trying to get more equipment Pthe team.

Rusty Rose (right) takes a tumble while Red Smith (75) and
Mike Milliaupt pursue the puck during a recent scrimmage.

Cross Country
Intramurals Runs into Problems
Come to the game Sunday

UOp 66 the historic first game for

UOP will host the PCAA
Cross
Country Championships
Dret Wemyss became the
tomorrow
as the seven teams of
intramural football champions of
the B league last week by the conference come to Stockton
defeating SAE, 14-13, in the to participate on a course whose
location as of Monday morning
playoff game.
still had not been decided upon.
SAE grabbed a 7-0 first half
The meet will probably still be
lead. Wemyss showed little life
held at Micke Grove but on a
and their only offensive threat
different course than is regularly
ended in a pass interception.
exploited.
The second half was a
different story as Wemyss tied
Coach Jim Santomeier, at
the score on a long pass play.
last
weekend's dual meet
After SAE scored to go ahead, 13between Fresno Pacific College
7, Wemyss signal-caller Brad
and UOP, was forced to shorten
"Hawk" NaPier tied the score on
the regular six mile Micke Grove
a 10 yard jaunt.
course to 4.8 miles due to rain
which washed out part of the
course and replanted grass on a
section normally crossed by the

VOTE

for the bull
Nobody makes malt liquor
like Schlifz.
Nobody.

runners.
Pacific
dominated
that
meet, capturing the top four
positions, even with the absence
of stand-outs Craig Gardner and
Mathyas Michael. Gardner, the
freshman runner who has proven
to be the team's quickest runner
this year, was sidelined due to a
cold.
Individual winner of the
meet was John Caldwell, who
managed a fifteen second lead
over team-mate Rick Barnard
with a time of 24 minutes: 15
seconds. Bernard was followed
by Rick Lord, 24:41, and Dave
Wight, 24:54. The next Pacific
finisher was Kirk Manness, who
claimed seventh place on the tail
of two Fresno runners.

Pacific Sports
Friday, Nov. 10
SOCCER, vs. San Jose State, San Jose, varsity-8pm; jv-6pm
Saturday, Nov. 11
FOOTBALL, vs. San Diego State, San Diego, 7:30pm
WATER POLO, vs. LA State, San Diego, 1:30pm
vs. San Diego State, San Diego, 4pm
CROSS COUNTRY, PCAA finals, Micke Grove Park, Ham
Sunday Nov. 12
HOCKEY, UOP vs. Reno, Stockton's Oak Park Ice Rink, 4:15
Wednesday, Nov. 15
SOCCER, vs. UC Berkeley, Diablo Valley, varsity 8pm, jv 6pm
Thursday, Nov. 16
WOMEN"S SWIMMING, vs. San Jose State, UOP, 3:30

fa••••••••••••••••••
SKI PACKAGE SALE
Kastle Sprint Skis

$69

Marker ST Bindings

$35

SALE

P. K. Poles

$10

$89

REG. $114

village sports
3 1972 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee and other great cities.
©

299 LINCOLN CENTER

PHONE 478-5615
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COP Gets Under Way
for Arduous Dean Search
October 26 was the day of the
initial meeting of the Search and
Selection Committee for the
Dean of COP.
The members of
the
committee are as follows;
Chairman (Non-voting): Ken
neth Beauchamp, Chairman of
the COP Council; Alistair McCrone, Academic Vice-Presi
dent; Representatives of COP:
Faculty: Maurice McCullen (Hu
manities), Douglas Smith (Nat
ural Sciences), George Lewis
(Social
and
Behavioral
Sciences).
Department
Chairman:
Donald Duns, Francis Hunter,
Sidney Turoff. Students: Darell
Shaffer,
Tony Vaughn, Rick
Mauery. George Blum is a non
voting
faculty
member

By RICK MAUERY
representing Raymond College,
and Carl Riedesel is also a non
voting
faculty
member
representing the School of
Pharmacy.
General guidelines have
been set regarding a candidate's
qualifcations. In the academic
realm, a doctoral degree is
highly recommended, as is
evidence of a certain level of peer
status. As far .as personal
qualities are concerned, an
interdisciplinary capability is
desired, as well as breadth of
experience.
Age guidelines have been set
as roughly between 35 and 55. The
committee is also looking for
evidence
of
genuine
administrative
experience,
suggesting that the candidate.

Researched and professionally typed.
All writers have a minimum BS, BA
Degree.
CALL COLLECT: 202-333-0201
ALSO AVAILABLE
OUR TERMPAPER CATALOG
(OVER 3.000 ON FILE)
We will not send the same paper t o
the s a m e school twice. ORDER NOW!
Send $1.00 to cover postage and hand
ling for your catalog.
TERMPAPER LIBRARY. INC.
3160 " O " Street. N.W.
Washington, D. C . 20007

CHARTERS YEAR ROUND
No more club lees! 50 Departures,
also NYC, Japan & Australia. Youth
Fares, too. Since 1959: ISTC, 323 N.
Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills, Ca. 90210,
(213) 275-8180
******************
Kentfield Apartments 4545 Kentfield
Rd. 477-7164 2 Bedroom Apts. from
$150 Some with fireplaces. (Near
Weberstown Mall UOP and Delta
College)
****************
For Sale: 1966 Chevelle Malibu
"283". New Auto. Transmission and
Front breaks. Runs great.$700. If
interested, please call 478-1980.

***************

Major employers throughout the
U.S. (private & government) are
seeking qualified college men and
women for career positions with
top pay and outstanding benefits.
Excellent opportunities exist in
many areas. For FREE infor
mation on student assistance-and
placement program send selfaddressed STAMPED envelope to
National Placement Registry,
Data-Tech Services, 1001 East
Idaho St., Kalispell, MT 59901.

Witches
Wanted:
Any
student
who believes she is a witch. Fill in brief
confidential questionnaire for a
research project. Earn $5. 462-2142.
Dr. L. Campos.
*****************
For Sale: 1967 MGB-GT, 50,000 miles,
good condition for $1400. Call 466-2911
or 478-3934 and ask for Cliff.

Continued from page 3

ads

striking
aspect
of on,
involvement is that we remai,
virtually ignorant of the cult^
which we have so violent;
shredded with our "search
destroy operations," "free %
zones," "defoliation campaign
"population relocation," "rur,
redevelopment," and DO)
"Vietnamization."
It is as a significant sma;
step
toward
America,
understanding of the Vietnam,
people that the Indochina Mobil!
Education Project comes to
next week. The bigger step is
us to take. Don Luce and h
companions know about
truth of Vietnam already.
Help is needed in fundings!
producing the events duringth
visit of the Indochina Mobil,
Education Project. Thosewillinj
to donate time, energy or fund!
may do so by contacting
King, Anderson Y, 4661496, #
William Brown, Mathematie
Department, 946-2377.
Whether or not you can le
hand, the important thing is
you take advantage of the visitil
the Project.

'.aii.w,"

local merchants. At the Caboose
across from Wendell Phillips Center

****************

2 college students seek attractive
single female to do light house work
Free room - 463-0888.

****************

NOTICE

ggiti

has already mastered this field and "The Role of Economic Aid
and is knowledgeable in it or can
in Vietnam."
easily do so. Flexibility is an
America has been involved
important quality, and
e
in
Southeast
Asia ever since
candidate should be able to give
World War II. Chances are that
evidence that he can adapt as
we shall continue to be involved
conditions necessitate.
future,
It should be noted here that there in the forseeable
are
these qualifications are not even if all of our troops are
the
withdrawn,
especially
in
exclusive, and do not necessan y
course,
disqualify the candidate, should econojomic sphere. Of
he hot possess one of them. It is the most striking aspect of that
the desire of the committee to involvement has been, and
evaluate the condidate as a continues to be, the suffering and
person, a n d w e hope to be flexible destruction we have inflicted
enough to change our priorities upon the beautiful people and
countryside of Southeast Asia.
as the situation calls for it.
The self-deceitful ration
Over 100 applications for the
is
^at
position have already been alization
received. In an effort to remain Americans can "secure for the
fair to all candidates, each Vietnamese the opportunity to
application is being evaluated determine their own future
alone by each member of the without outside intervention.
committee. The results of this That America has deceived
preliminary screening will be herself becomes clearer as one
collated around Nov. 15, and the learns of the history and culture
top 10 or 15 candidates will then of the Vietnamese people and the
be considered by all the character of their long-suffering
members at the committee struggle
against
foreign
Bali-Hai Outrigger 4415 N. Pershing
meetings.
domination.
Ave. 477-1333 Spacious 2 B.R. Apts.
Personal
contact
is
Indeed, the second most
from $145.00 In the Pacific Islands
important
at
this
point,
and
an
Atmosphere. Adults Only. Close to
effort will be made to interview
UOP and Delta College. No extra
the candidates and make
charge for Storage Space and cover
personal
contact
with his
parking.
references. Minutes of each
meeting will be on file in the
Bargain: 1969 VW Bug, air
library and the COPA Office,
conditioning. 33,000 miles. Excellent
however the taking of minutes
condition. $1,350. Call 477-5071.
will cease when a certain level of
pitfWASiv
confidentiality regarding the
young man or woman with car
personal vita of the candidates is
Schedule flexible. Call Don at 464reached.
3944.
The committee is doing its
****************
best to evaluate each candidate
fairly, keeping in mind the im
portance of the position and its
consequent impact on the
university as a whole.
WW**************
Now Available: Discount Coupon
Please feel free to express
Book FREE to ASUOP card holders
your views about the selection, as
$3 to faculty and staff. Good for we welcome you comments and
discounts and free services from
suggestions.

unclassified
TERMPAPERS

Indochina Educotion T
Expose Vietnam Truths

Tennis lessons twice a week, 11/!
hours - $2.50, pairs $4.00. I
interested, please call Bruce
Wiswell, 465-7159.
*****************
Companion for month-long ski
trip.
(Winter
Term)
I
interested, please call Ken
Volonte, 463-3685.
NEEDED: a manager for the junio
varsity (Bengal) basketball team
Contact Pete Newell in the gym.
*****************
Now Available: Discount Coupon
Book FREE to ASUOP card holders
$3 to faculty and staff. Good for
discounts and free services from
local merchants. At the Caboose
across from Wendell Phillips Center

MINIMUM
3 LINES 1 DAY
I LINES
4 LINES
9 LINES
• LINES

1 DAY
.a

.79

1.M

1.39

visit
Campus
The following is a list of
recruiters
and
dates of
interviews
important
to
graduating seniors: Nov. 13, The
John
Hopkins School
of
Advanced International Studies,
US Marines; Nov. 14, Standard
Oil and Chevron Research Com
pany, USC Grad School; Nov. 16,
The Maryknoll Fathers; Nov. 29,
Coro Foundation; Nov. 30, Thunderbird Graduate School of Inter
national Management; Dec. 5,
Dept. of Army Office of Surgeon;
Dec. 6, USC Grad School of
Business.
Appointments
for
the
interviews must be made at the
Placement Office as soon as pos
sible. Also available at the Place
ment Office are the 1973 College
Placement Annuals, the official
occupational directory on
positions customarily offered to
college graduates by principal
employers.
For more information, call
946-2361.

By EDWARD JULIUS
ACROSS
1. Impassive Person
6. Sharpen
10. Light Tan
IE. About
15« Excessive Praise
17. Japanese Statesman
18. Servant
20. Muffled
21. Exclamation
22. Declare Positively
23. Unclothed
29. Irritated
27. Bothers
30. Makes Mistake
31• Jazz Instrument
32. Wire Service
33. Analyze
35. French Painter
36. Spanish Aunt
37. Obligation
38. Of the Church
39. Metallic Element
9-0. Singer Dennis _
91. Foundation
92. Miss Davis
93. Four
99. Given Sound Quality
95. Italian Island
96. Worldly
98. Loyal
51. Article
52. Praise
53. Interjection
59. Prefet
56. Stinking
57. Plaything
58. Treatment of the Foot
60. Call Forth
62, Heat Measure (abbr.)
63. Shakespearean King
69, Wanders About

DOWN
1. Offspring
2. Church Tax
3 . Spanish Gold
9. Chemical Suffix
5. Troops on Horseback
6. Forced to Go
7. Polish River
8. Enthusiast
9.
Alamein
10. Musical Pieces
11. Mentions
12. European Deer
13. German Conjunction
16. Charm
19. Birds
2 3 . Swedish Inventor
2 5 . Irritable
26. Ice
27. Nova Scotian Basin
28. Infect
29. Room
31. Unexciting
33.
Ababa
39, Urbane ,
35. Beam Emitter
3 6 . Greek Giant
38. Airline Company
39. Indian Ox
91, Spanish Dance
92. Body Part
99. Instructors
95. Ornamental Case
97. Polite
98. Part-horse Deity
99. Strangle
50. American-stage Queen
52. Mother of Helen
59. Government Agency
55* Exclamation
56. Enemy
57. Mazel
.
59. More Than One (abbr.l
61. Liquor Brand

